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Abstract

With the rapid development of offshore wind farms, the demand for high power, high quality transmission system becomes more urgent. Modular Multilevel converter (MMC) based high voltage direct voltage (HVDC) technology provides a promising solution. In the past decade, intense research has been done on challenges related to the control of MMC, including the outer dynamic control and two inner dynamic controls: capacitor balancing and circulating current suppressing. Many algorithms have been proposed, but an overview of them still lacks. This paper provides a review of most of control strategies for MMC in the literature about all three control purposes with clear classification and detailed explanations. In addition, the traditional proportional-integral (PI) controller based cascade control and model predictive control for AC side current control are compared by simulation in Matlab/Simulink. Different control strategies for capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current eliminating are also tested and compared. Finally, an option of comprehensive control of HVDC system for offshore wind farm is proposed and verified by simulation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APOD</td>
<td>Alternate Phase Opposition Disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSC</td>
<td>Current Source Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COG</td>
<td>Center of Gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-PWM</td>
<td>Carrier-Disposition PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS-PWM</td>
<td>Carrier Phase Shifted PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSC</td>
<td>Circulating Current Suppressing Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFCS-MPC</td>
<td>Direct finite control set MPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>Degree of Fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWEA</td>
<td>European Wind Energy Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Flying Capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>High Voltage Alternating Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVDC</td>
<td>High Voltage Direct Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFCS-MPC</td>
<td>Indirect Finite Control Set MPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMC</td>
<td>Modular Multilevel Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Model Predictive Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLM</td>
<td>Nearest Level Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>Neutral Point Clamped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWF</td>
<td>Offshore Wind Farm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWM</td>
<td>Pulse Width Modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Proportional Integral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Proportional Resonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>Phase Locked Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Phase Disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POD</td>
<td>Phase Opposition Disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Sub Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;H</td>
<td>Sampling &amp; Holding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSC</td>
<td>Voltage Source Converter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Due to the economic development, the demand for energy increases dramatically over the past 30 years. On the other hand, the depletion problem of fossil resources and the negative effects of traditional energy combustion are becoming more and more serious, which give an increasing amount of interest and attention on renewable energy source (RES). Among all the RES, wind energy is one of the leading technology. Over the past ten years, globe accumulated installed wind power capacity has increased from about 47.6 GW in 2004 to 369.6 GW in 2014, an average annual growth of 20%, as shown in figure 1.1 [1]. In Europe, wind energy has the highest installation rate among all new installed energy technologies in 2014, accounting for 43.7% [2]. At the end of 2014, the share of wind energy in total installed generation capacity is 14.1% [2] and it will have a deeper penetration in the future. For example, Denmark has a goal of 50% of power consumption from wind energy in 2020[3].

![Figure 1.1 Global cumulative installed wind capacity 1997-2014](image)

Figure 1.1 Global cumulative installed wind capacity 1997-2014 [1]

Among all the new installed wind energy in Europe in 2014, 12.6% is from offshore wind energy [2] and it shows an increasing trend in the future system [4]. Compared to onshore counterpart, the offshore wind farm (OWF) can capture stronger and more stable wind, thus better and sustained electricity can be generated. And big wind turbine, large wind farm space and high power rating can be achieved by OWF. In addition, low visibility and less noise for public are also the merits. These make OWF a very attractive approach to satisfy RES demand.

However, the large capacity and long distance from coast of OWF increase the requirement of transmission. That makes high voltage DC (HVDC) transmission technology more preferable and it is believed that HVDC will be dominated technology in future energy system, especially for OWF [5]-[10]. One of the idea under discuss about OWF and transmission is referred as ‘DC Supergrid’, which is proposed by European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) as shown in Figure 1.2. It is called ‘EWEA’s
20 year offshore network development master plan’ and assumes to build a large grid network to connect all the wind farms in the North sea and the countries lie between Scandinavia in northern Europe and France in southern Europe together using HVDC transmission line. This topology is motivated by two reasons:

- The need for interconnection between countries and their power market to provide support and competition
- The demand for connect the offshore wind farm economically and efficiently in order to use offshore wind energy better

HVDC technology could be a useful approach to solve these two challenges [11]. The ‘DC Supergrid’ plan not only shows the potential of offshore wind energy but also emphasizes the importance of HVDC technology.

![Figure 1.2 EWEA’s 20 year offshore network development master plan [11]](image)

The high power, high voltage transmission demands also increase the requirement for power converters. The modular multilevel converter (MMC) proposed in 2002 has offered the solution. It uses modular structure to achieve high voltage levels and less harmonics, thus is widely promoted, especially in HVDC applications [12]-[18]. It is also accepted in the industry. Many companies has implemented MMC into HVDC application: the HVDC-PLUS, HVDC-LIGHT and HVDC-MAXSINE concepts are from Simens, ABB and Alston respectively. With the trend of higher power rating of OWF, MMC is becoming the most promising components in the future system.

Based on the introduction above, it is meaningful to study these technologies as they
are still not mature. This thesis will focus on the current control strategies of MMC. And for better understanding, it is applied in HVDC transmission line for offshore wind energy.

1.2 Problem Statement

Although, intense research has been done on MMC since it is first proposed in 2002, the control technologies of MMC are still not mature because of the multilevel of voltage increases the complexity of control system. Two main extra technical challenges about control of MMC are capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current elimination [19].

As the Sub-model(SM) capacitors are charged and discharged by the arm current, there will be voltage variations in capacitors, which will cause output DC voltage fluctuation and make control system inaccurate and unstable. In addition, unbalanced SM capacitor voltage will cause circulating current problem, which will be discussed below [20]. Also, the switching frequency for each SM will reduce, the capacitors will be charged or discharged at longer time, thus, capacitor voltages become even more unbalanced. Therefore, keeping SM capacitor voltage at constant value is a key issue.

Another problem for MMC is circulating currents among three phase legs, which is caused by the voltage differences among the three phase as a result of SM capacitor voltage variation. Because circulating currents only flow in three phase legs, they will not affect the ac-side voltages and currents, however, if they are not properly reduced, they will increase the RMS values of arm currents, thus increase the losses and give more stress on components. Although, the arm inductors can limited the circulating current, they cannot eliminate the currents completely. Effective algorithms need to be used.

As the MMC is used in high voltage and high power applications, the switching frequency must be limited for safe operation of IGBTs. At such sampling-to-fundamental low frequency ratios, the dynamic performance of the control loops, i.e. AC side current control, becomes a challenge. Reduced switching frequency algorithms of current control should be used.

The MMC applied in HVDC system will be investigated in this thesis, so AC side current control of MMC will also be studied and the control system mainly has two functions:

- Independent active and reactive power control following the desired values.
- Regulation of the dc-bus voltage at its nominal value.

Motivated by the promising future of the MMC and HVDC system for offshore wind power, as well as the technical challenges introduced above, this thesis will focus on the current control of MMC in HVDC systems especially on the wind farm side MMC. The current control methods introduced in existing academic papers are reviewed first and some of the algorithms are simulated and compared.
1.3 Objectives

The objective of the thesis is to study and simulate the control strategies of MMC (both inner and outer dynamic control) applied in HVDC system for offshore wind farm. In order to focus more on control algorithms, only the wind farm side MMC will be studied. The main goals are:

- Understanding the operation characteristics of MMC in both inner and outer dynamics.
- Studying relevant papers and making a review of the most control algorithms in existing papers including AC side control, circulating current elimination control and SM capacitor voltage balancing control.
- Modelling and simulating at least two of the control strategies for each control purpose in Matlab/Simulink environment.
- Analysis and comparison of the simulation results

1.4 Thesis Outline

In Chapter 1, the motivation and objectives of the thesis are introduced. In Chapter 2, some background knowledge about MMC and HVDC system is explained. The advantages of voltage source converter based HVDC system and MMC are presented. In addition, a mathematical model of MMC was derived and the configuration of HVDC system is chosen.

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the current control strategies for two-level voltage source converter and MMC in literature are reviewed respectively. The control strategies for MMC have been classified into three aspects: voltage balancing control, circulating current suppression control and AC side current control.

In Chapter 5, the system used for simulation is proposed. The simulated methods are summarized and the reasons for choosing these methods are explained briefly. The simulation methods and results are introduced in Chapter 6. The results are analyzed and compared for each control purposes. And the comparison between two overall control schemes are made, which are traditional PI based control and model predictive control.

At last, in chapter 7, the conclusions of this thesis are presented. The contribution and future work are summarized.
2. Background Knowledge

In this chapter, some background knowledge about MMC and HVDC system will be introduced. Firstly, the advantages of MMC over other converter topologies are introduced. After that, the basic structure and the mathematical model of MMC are presented. Secondly, the different topologies for HVDC system are reviewed and different power converter technologies in HVDC system are compared. At last, the control algorithms for HVDC system are presented.

2.1 Modular Multilevel Converter

The demands of high voltage applications and better power quality lead to the emergence of multilevel converters, which can achieve lower switching frequency and lower harmonics compared to two-level converters, so that the switching losses are comparably decreased and the filter size is significantly reduced. In addition, because of more voltage levels, the voltage stress (dv/dt) is reduced, which mitigate the electromagnetic interference [21]-[23]. The multilevel converter topologies are summarized in [21]-[23], in which the neutral point clamped (NPC) and flying capacitor (FC) are two widely known topologies. The applications of multilevel converters in HVDC system are reviewed in [24]. However, they need a large number of semiconductor components and the complexity of structure will increase with the increase in number of voltage levels, which will bring large difficulties for control. Also the complex structures complicate the insulation and cooling design, so that for HVDC application, the number of voltage level higher than 3 is seldom considered [21].

MMC is a new form of multilevel converter and it is a big breakthrough in this area especially for high voltage system. Besides the advantages mentioned above, MMC also avoids the drawbacks of other multilevel converter topologies. Due to its modularity and scalability characteristics, the identical small subsystems can be easily added to achieve higher power and voltage levels and the number of voltage steps is considerably expanded [25].

2.1.1 Basic structure

The MMC concepts and basic operation principles were firstly introduced in [25]-[26]. Figure 2.1(a) shows the structure of a three-phase MMC. Three phases are three legs (shown by dotted red circle) and each leg consists of two arms (shown by dotted blue line), the upper arm and lower arm. Both of which comprise N series-connected identical sub-modules (SM), which is shown in Figure 2.1(b). In addition, each arm has a series inductor, which is used to limit high frequency components in the arm current [19]. Each SM will be controlled to generate the desired phase voltages.
There are different structures for SMs of MMC, the one shown in Figure 2.1(b) is half-bridge circuit. The other types are summarized in [19], which will result in different voltage level at the terminal of SMs. Among all the configurations, the half-bridge SM has been the most popular one, because only two switches are used, thus smaller switching losses and less complexity [19],[27]. Therefore, in this thesis, the half bridge configuration is used.

As shown in Figure 2.1(b), the SMs has two switches and one capacitor. By controlling the switches, the output of SM $V_{sm}$ has three states: when S2 is on, S1 is off, $V_{sm}$ is equal to capacitor voltage, which is called switch-on or inserted state; when S2 is off, S1 is on, $V_{sm}$ is equal to 0, which is called switch-off or bypassed state; when both switches are off, the SM is blocked which is usually used when fault happens. S1 and S2 cannot be both switched on, otherwise, the capacitor will be short-circuited. In addition, the direction of arm current will also affect the output voltage of SMs. At the state that SM is inserted, if current is positive, the capacitor is charged; if current is negative, the capacitor is discharged. Which is very important for balancing the capacitor voltage and will be discussed later. The states of SMs by considering the direction of current is shown in Figure 2.2.

The desired output AC voltages are achieved by controlling the SMs to be inserted or bypassed. As all the SMs are identical and the addition of voltages of all inserted SMs in one leg is equal to DC voltage, in order to balance the DC voltage, the number of inserted SM in one phase should be the same and equal to $N$ ($N$ is the number of SMs per arm) for maximum number of voltage levels:

$$n_u+n_l=N$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $n_u$ and $n_l$ are the number of inserted SMs in upper and lower arm respectively.

Figure 2.1  a) structure of MMC b) structure of sub-modular
So the level of output voltage is decided by the difference between the number of inserted SMs in upper and lower arm. And the number of phase voltage levels for a MMC with $N$ SMs per arm is $N+1$. And $2N+1$ levels for line voltages.

As we can see, the change of output voltage level of MMC is achieved by altering the state of only a few SMs, so the switching frequency is dramatically reduced and the stress to the semiconductor is much smaller compared to two-level converter because of small step of voltage change.

### 2.1.2 Mathematical Model of MMC
A detailed diagram of MMC is shown in Figure 2.3. Each arm consists of \( N \) SMs, the arm resistor (modeling the losses within each arm) and inductor. The voltage of inserted SMs on each arm is defined by \( V_{k,j} \), where subscript \( k \) represents arms (\( k=u, l \), representing upper arm and lower arm respectively); subscript \( j \) represents phase (\( j= a, b, c \)). \( V_{diff} \) represents the voltage drop on the arm impedance. Circulating current of phase \( A \) is shown by dotted red line in Figure 2.3 using symbol \( i_{diff,j} \). In AC side, the converter is assumed to be connected to the grid with voltage \( V_{g,j} \) and grid impedance \( R_s \) and \( L_s \). The DC side of converter is connected to voltage sources with midpoint grounded. The directions of all quantities are shown in the diagram.

Based on Figure 2.3 and Kirchhoff voltage law, the dynamic equations of MMC in phase \( j \) can be expressed by:

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{2} - V_{u,j} - R_{arm}i_{u,j} - L_{arm} \frac{di_{u,j}}{dt} + R_s i_j + L_s \frac{di_j}{dt} - V_{g,j} = 0 \tag{2.2}
\]

\[-\frac{V_{dc}}{2} + V_{l,j} + R_{arm}i_{l,j} + L_{arm} \frac{di_{l,j}}{dt} + R_s i_j + L_s \frac{di_j}{dt} - V_{g,j} = 0 \tag{2.3}
\]

Because of the symmetry between upper arm and lower arm, the AC side current will be equally divided into two parts flowing to upper and lower arm respectively. Similarly, due to the symmetry between three phases, the DC current will be equally divided into three parts for three phases. Therefore, the arm current can be expressed as:

\[
i_{u,j} = \frac{I_{dc}}{3} + i_{diff,j} - \frac{i_j}{2} \tag{2.4}
\]

\[
i_{l,j} = \frac{I_{dc}}{3} + i_{diff,j} + \frac{i_j}{2} \tag{2.5}
\]

where the \( i_{diff,j} \) only represents the AC components.

Combining (2.4) and (2.5), the circulating current and AC side current can be represented by arm currents as:

\[
i_{diff,j} = \frac{i_{u,j} + i_{l,j} - \frac{I_{dc}}{3}}{2} \tag{2.6}
\]

\[
i_j = i_{l,j} - i_{u,j} \tag{2.7}
\]

Adding (2.2) and (2.3), and substituting \( i_j \) using (2.7), the outer dynamic equation for MMC is yielded:

\[
(R_{arm} + 2R_s) \frac{di_j}{dt} = -(R_{arm} + 2R_s)i_j + V_{u,j} - V_{l,j} + 2V_{g,j} \tag{2.8}
\]

Subtracting (2.3) from (2.2) and substituting \( i_{diff,j} \) using (2.6), the inner dynamic equation for MMC is yielded:

\[
V_{diff,j} = L_{arm} \frac{di_{diff,j}}{dt} + R_{arm}i_{diff,j} + R_{arm} \frac{I_{dc}}{3} = \frac{V_{dc}}{2} - \frac{V_{u,j} + V_{l,j}}{2} \tag{2.9}
\]
According to equation (2.8), the AC side current can be directly controlled by $V_{u,j} - V_{l,j}$ and according to equation (2.9) $V_{u,j} + V_{l,j}$ (or $V_{diff,j}$) can be used to control the circulating current. These will be the basic theories for most of control algorithms for MMC introduced later.

The arm voltages can be calculated by the formula below assuming that all the capacitors are balanced equally:

$$V_{u,j} = n_{u,j}V_{cu,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)
$$V_{l,j} = n_{l,j}V_{cl,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where $V_{ck,j}$ is the individual SM capacitor voltages, $n_{k,j}$ is the inserted number of SMs in upper and lower arms.

So that the power processed by each arm can be calculated by:

$$P_{u,j} = V_{u,j}i_{u,j} = n_{u,j}V_{cu,j}i_{u,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)
$$P_{l,j} = V_{l,j}i_{l,j} = n_{l,j}V_{cl,j}i_{l,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

The power of each arm can also be calculated by the derivative of energy $W_{k,j}$:

$$P_{u,j} = \frac{dW_{u,j}}{dt} = \frac{d(0.5NCV_{cu,j}^2)}{dt} = NCV_{cu,j} \frac{dV_{cu,j}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)
$$P_{l,j} = \frac{dW_{l,j}}{dt} = \frac{d(0.5NCV_{cl,j}^2)}{dt} = NCV_{cl,j} \frac{dV_{cl,j}}{dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Compare (2.12),(2.13) with (2.14),(2.15) respectively, the dynamics of each SM capacitor is:

$$\frac{dV_{cu,j}}{dt} = i_{u,j} \frac{n_{u,j}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)
$$\frac{dV_{cl,j}}{dt} = i_{l,j} \frac{n_{l,j}}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

It should be noticed that equation (2.16) and (2.17) represent the average dynamics of SMs, because the switched-on SMs will have higher voltage ripples and switched-off SMs will have no voltage variations during each switching period.

According to paper [19], equation (2.4), (2.5), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.16), (2.17) give a generalized dynamic model of MMC. The control algorithms introduced in Chapter 4 will be explained based on this model and using the same symbols.

### 2.2 HVDC transmission system

Offshore wind farm can be connected to the main gird through high voltage AC (HVAC) or HVDC transmission. As offshore wind farm are far from the coast, HVDC has shown many advantages over HVAC system, which can be summarized as below [5]-[7]:
● The length of AC transmission is limited by surplus of reactive power due to charging from shunt capacitances. As shown in Figure 2.4, which shows the relationship between transmission distance and power capacity, the active power capacity reduces with the increase of length, at certain length the power transmitted is zero. For longer length, the compensation equipment is needed. But for DC transmission, this problem is avoid.

● Losses and voltage drop in the DC link are very low. And there is no resonant between cables and other AC equipment.

● DC cables are cheaper than AC cables because DC lines only need two conductors while AC lines need three. Thus smaller footprint and simpler tower design for DC.

● HVDC can connected two asynchronous system.

● HVDC system can achieve fast and accurate control of power flow, whereas the ac link provides no or slow control.

● The fault can be quickly isolated as two system are decoupled by DC system.

The disadvantage of HVDC system is that it needs expensive converters, which increase the cost. [5] and [28] made evaluation between HVAC and HVDC transmission line for offshore wind farm and the conclusions are as expected, for short distance, HVAC is more economic and for long transmission distance, HVDC is cheaper and the boundary condition is about 55-70 km in [28]. Because of the trends that wind farms are further from coast, the HVDC system is more and more preferable.

![Figure 2.4 Transmission capacity of HVAC system with three different voltage levels](image-url)
2.2.1 The Topologies of HVDC System

The topologies of HVDC system can be mainly divided into monopole and bipolar systems. In addition, monopole can be further distinguished as asymmetrical and symmetrical configurations [9][10]. They will be introduced below:

- **Asymmetrical monopole systems.** Each station has only one converter and two stations are connected by only one high voltage DC cable. The current return path can be through earth, sea water or low resistance metallic conductor. Both configurations are shown in Figure 2.5 (a) and (b).

- **Symmetrical monopole systems.** Each station has only one converter but two stations are connected by two high voltage DC cables, one for positive polarity and one for negative polarity, so that each of cable is only subjected to half DC voltages, thus transfers half power. Usually the middle point of the converter is ground [10] as shown in Figure 2.5 (c).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.5 Monopole configurations for HVDC system**
**Bipolar systems.** Each station has two converters in order to achieve high rated power and reduce harmonics for classical current source converter based systems. Bipolar systems basically consist of two asymmetrical monopole systems connected in series, which have same DC amplitude but opposite polarities. The advantage is that if one pole is broken, the other pole can still work as a monopole system. The system is shown in Figure 2.6.

According to [10], for classical current source converter based HVDC system, the bipolar systems are most commonly used, however VSC based HVDC transmission usually uses symmetrical monopole systems. As the thesis is focus on VSC-HVDC system, the symmetrical monopole configuration is used in the rest of the thesis.

### 2.2.2 Converter Technologies for HVDC Systems

There are basically two converter technologies to achieve HVDC transmission: Line-commutated current-source converters (CSC) and voltage-source converters (VSC) [5]-[7].

The CSC based HVDC system with asymmetrical monopole configuration is shown in Figure 2.7. It is classic HVDC technology using thyristors based line-commutated converters. As we can see, converters are connected to AC systems through transformers and both AC side and DC side need filters to reduce the harmonics. Moreover, the Var capacitors are needed in ac side to compensate the reactive power required by the converters. Inductors $L_d$ are used to reduce the voltage ripple in DC side.

The power is controlled by changing the firing angle of thyristors in both rectifier and inverter. Normally, the inverter controls the DC voltage and rectifier controls current. The power transmission can be reversed in this system, however, no matter the
directions of power flow, the converters will always consume reactive power.

![Figure 2.7 CSC-HVDC system](image)

Although, this technology can handle very high power, it has more drawbacks compared with VSC based HVDC system. They are listed below [24][29]:

- VSC can control active and reactive power independently, so four-quadrant operation is possible. While CSC always consume reactive power and VAR compensation are needed
- VSC can be controlled to operate close to unity power factor, thus lower harmonics content and smaller filter size.
- VSC makes it easier to realize multi-terminal HVDC system, which is a hot trend in the future energy system.
- Possible to connect VSC based HVDC system to a ‘weak’ system, while CSCs need strong synchronous voltage source in order to commutate.
- VSC based system avoid the commutation failures due to disturbance
- VSC-HVDC can provides black-start of offshore grid
- Fast dynamic response due to high PWM frequency.

Because of these numerous advantages, VSC-HVDC system is gaining more and more attention and will be dominated in the future system [24]. The diagram of the system with symmetrical monopole configuration (the midpoint of DC side capacitor is grounded) is shown in Figure 2.8. Compared to Figure 2.7, the AC side VAR capacitors and the DC side filters, smoothing inductors are not needed.

Normally, the IGBTs are used as the switches of converters in above system. Antiparallel diode are needed to achieve 4 quadrant operations. DC bus capacitors not only filter DC harmonics but also provide energy storage for better control of power flow. In the diagram, there are AC filters at the ac source side in order to further reduce the harmonics in the ac source currents. The phase reactor $L$ is used to provide the phase angle between AC source voltage and the input voltage of converter to ensure
the control of power flow. The transformer $T_{1,2}$ is used to adjust the ac system voltages for converter and also joins the voltage amplitude control using tap changers.

![Two-level VSC-HVDC system](image)

**Figure 2.8 Two-level VSC-HVDC system**

Although VSC based HVDC system has numerous advantages, it still has drawbacks [12]:

- The transmitted power is not high because of the inherent characteristics of IGBTs. Series connection of IGBTs is needed to achieve high voltage, which was different and easy to fail into an open circuit.
- The shape change of arm currents ($\text{di/dt}$) causes undesired electromagnetic interference and increase the stress of components.
- The stored energy in the DC-bus results extremely high current during short circuit fault, which will cause damage.

![MMC based HVDC system](image)

**Figure 2.9 MMC based HVDC system**

The introduction of the MMC has provide a good solution due to its inherent advantages like: modularity, scalability, high efficiency and good power quality. The diagram of HVDC system using MMC is shown in figure 2.9. Because the DC capacitors of MMC are located in each SMs, the grounding scheme cannot be the same as that for 2-level VSC. One scheme used by Simens is shown in diagram by using star grounding device.
connected reactors (SR) in AC side [30], which is located between converter and transformer providing a low impedance path to ground for DC current.

Compare Figure 2.9 with Figure 2.8, it is found that in MMC based HVDC systems:

- The AC filters are not necessary because multilevel of voltage can create staircase waveform and reduce the harmonics. The arm current are not chopped, so small di/dt.
- The DC-link capacitor are not need because each SM has a capacitor inside. So the dc-bus current and voltage are smooth and can be controlled by converters dynamically.
- Most important, the rated voltage and power can be added freely.

Therefore, MMC perfectly solve the problems of two-level VSC-HVDC system and makes it most suitable for offshore wind energy transmission system.

### 2.2.3 The control of VSC based HVDC system

The control of the VSC in HVDC system usually consists of a fast inner current control loop and outer control loops. The inner current control is responsible for tracking the current reference and generating the switching states for converters. The outer control loops are used to generate reference current for inner control loop.

According to [9], both reactive and active power control should take place on both sending end converter and receiving end converter. Active power control can be achieved by DC voltage control, frequency control or set an active power reference; while reactive power control can be realized by AC voltage control or set a reactive power reference. As for HVDC system, DC voltage control is necessary for power balance between two terminals, thus one of the converters must have DC control and the other applies active power reference control.

Neglecting frequency control, the control diagram is shown in Figure 2.10, only one side converter is presented here, the one on the other side has more or less the same control scheme.

For VSC-HVDC application, the control system in dq frame is usually used as the d axis current control corresponds to active power control, while q axis current control corresponds to reactive power control as shown in the diagram. The park transformation is used to transfer currents and voltages from abc to dq0 frame. The transfer matrix is shown in Appendix. Besides, the phase lock loop (PLL) is used to generate angle $\theta$ for park transformation. The basic principle of PLL is to use a close loop control to force the q axis component to be zero and output grid angle $\theta$ and frequency. It is the most commonly used technique for synchronization with grid.

The detailed explanations for outer and inner control loop will be introduced in Section4.4.
2.3 Summary and Discussions

The basic knowledge about MMC was introduced in the first part of this chapter. It began with the advantages of multilevel converters and the specific merits of MMC. Then, the basic structure of MMC was presented and operating states were explained. Furthermore, a complete mathematical model was derived, resulting both inner and outer dynamic equations.

The second part of this chapter focused on the HVDC system. The superiority of HVDC system over HVAC system was discussed. And the different topologies of HVDC system were introduced. After that, different converter technologies were compared and the advantages of MMC based HVDC system were emphasized. Finally, the general control methods for VSC-HVDC system were introduced and control diagram was shown.

Some decisions has been made for the rest of the thesis:

- The SMs adopts half bridge structure in the rest of paper.
- The mathematical model derived in this chapter will be the basic model for the
explanations of all control strategies and the same symbols for quantities will be used.

- The HVDC system uses symmetrical monopole configuration in the following chapters.

- The control of AC side current for MMC-HVDC system will base on Figure 2.10. However, AC voltage control will not be studied in this thesis as it is more or less the same as DC voltage control.
3. Current Control Algorithms for Two-Level VSC

As MMC is one type of voltage source converter, most of current control strategies for two-level VSC may be extended to control MMC. Thus, the current control algorithms for two-level VSC in the literature are reviewed in this chapter. Compared to traditional open-loop voltage PWM converter, current controlled PWM converters have the advantages as below [31]:

- Control of instantaneous current with high accuracy
- Peak current protection and overload is avoided
- Good dynamics performance
- Good response to load parameter changes
- Compensation of the DC-link voltage and ac-side voltage change

3.1 The Basic Control diagrams

The closed loop current control system for VSC can be simply represented by Figure 3.1. \( i_A (i_B, i_C) \) is measured for instantaneous output AC current of VSC; \( i_{Ac} (i_{Bc}, i_{Cc}) \) is reference phase current. The functions of current controllers is to force the phase currents follow the references and generate the gate states \( S_A (S_B, S_C) \), which can decrease the current error \( \epsilon_A (\epsilon_B, \epsilon_C) \). Thus, current controller actually has two functions: error compensation (reducing \( \epsilon_A, \epsilon_B, \epsilon_C \)) and modulation (generating gate states) [32].

![Current control system for VSC](image)

**Figure 3.1 Current control system for VSC [32]**

According to [31], the existing current control techniques can be classified into two main groups, linear and nonlinear controllers. Generally, linear controllers separate the error compensation and voltage modulation parts, the modulation part uses conventional voltage modulators. While nonlinear controllers do not need modulation part as shown in Figure 3.2. Linear current control algorithms includes: PI stationary and synchronous control, resonant control, state feedback control and deadbeat
review of current control strategies in MMC

control. While model predictive control and hysteresis control belongs to non-linear control. And in [31], neural networks and fuzzy logic controllers are classified into nonlinear current control even though they have modulation part, may because the inherent nonlinearity of the control algorithm. In this thesis, the same classification criteria is adopted.

Figure 3.2 a) linear current controller b) non-linear current controller [32]

3.2 Voltage Modulation methods

Linear current control systems separate controller and modulator so that the voltage modulation methods can be used, which mainly including space vector modulation and carrier based PWM methods i.e. sinusoidal PWM modulation. These modulation methods can achieve the advantages like: constant switching frequency and low harmonic in output current.

3.2.1 Sinusoidal PWM Modulation

The sinusoidal PWM modulation is achieved by comparison a triangle carrier signal with three reference sinusoidal signals. If the reference signal is larger than carrier signal, the corresponding output gate signal will be positive, otherwise it is negative. Because of the change of pulse width and high frequency, the output voltages will be nearly sinusoidal, which are shown in Figure 3.3. $V_{tri}$ is carrier signal and $V_{control}$ is reference voltage. The amplitudes of output voltages are decided by the modulation index $m_o$, which is defined by:

$$m_o = \frac{\bar{V}_{control}}{\bar{V}_{tri}} \tag{3.1}$$

The voltages in above equation are both peak values
In order to guarantee the linear relationship between input and output voltages of VSC, $m_a$ should be less than 1. As we can see, the output frequency is defined by the frequency of carrier signal; the amplitude of output voltage is controlled by $m_a$ and the phase of voltage can be controlled by changing the phase of control signal. Thus, by using this method, the output voltage can be fully controlled.

### 3.2.2 Space Vector Modulation

Space vector modulation is widely used because of its advantages like: possibility of optimal switching sequence and easy digital implementation. Unlike sinusoidal PWM modulation that there are separate modulator for each phase, space vector modulation treat three phase voltages as a space vector, which is described by its amplitude and phase angle. The equation for calculating the space vector $V_s$ is equation (3.2) (balanced three phases): As three phase voltages inherently have 120 degree phase difference with each other, different amplitudes of phase voltages will result in different space vectors.

$$V_s(t) = \frac{2}{3}(V_a(t) + V_b(t)e^{j\frac{2\pi}{3}} + V_c(t)e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{3}}) \quad (3.2)$$

where $V_j$ (j=a,b,c) represent the amplitudes of three phase voltages.
As for VSC, assume there will always be one and only one switch on at each phase leg. Then the phase voltage is either equal to DC voltage or zero. According to equation (3.2), three phases, 6 switches can provide 8 possible switch states including 6 active states and 2 zero states (all the three upper switches are on or all the three lower switches are on) as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). For example, vector (1,0,0) represents the upper switch is on for phase A and lower switches are on for Phase B and C, thus, the vector will have the same phase angle as phase A voltage.

![Figure 3.4 (a) Space vector representation of VSC (b) block diagram of space vector modulation [32]](image)

The reference three phase voltages are represented by $U^*$ in Figure 3.4 (a). It can be seen that the reference vector can be obtained by switching on adjacent two vectors $U_1$ and $U_2$ for proper time $t_1$ and $t_2$ respectively. Zero states are added to adjust amplitude and also keep the switching period constant.

The block diagram of space vector modulation is shown in Figure 3.4 (b). The reference voltage is sampled at constant frequency $T_s$ and $t_1$, $t_2$ can be calculated by angle $\alpha$ in Figure 3.4 (a) and the amplitude ratio between reference vector and DC voltage $M$ by formula (3.3):

$$
  t_1 = \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{\pi}MT_s\sin(\frac{\pi}{3} - \alpha)
$$

$$
  t_2 = \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{\pi}T_s\sin\alpha
$$

(3.3)

The residual time during one period is for zero vector assuming $t_1 + t_2 \leq T_s$. Therefore, the two equations below should be satisfied:

$$
  \vec{U}^*T_s = \vec{U}_1t_1 + \vec{U}_2t_2 + \vec{U}_0T_0 + \vec{U}_7T_7
$$

$$
  T_s = t_1 + t_2 + t_0 + t_7
$$

(3.4)

t_0 and $t_7$ can be calculated using different equations for different methods.
3.3 Linear current controller

3.3.1 Proportional-integral and Proportional-resonant controller

The proportional-integral (PI) control is the most commonly used control method for VSC because of its advantages of simplicity and robustness [34]-[39]. The integral part of PI controllers will reduce the steady state error and proportional gain are associated with ripple [31]. A proper tuned PI controller can dramatically reduce the oscillations when disturbances are presented. The simplest configuration of PI control system is stationary PI controller [34], which uses three PI controllers as error compensation on three phases respectively and produces reference voltage for sinusoidal PWM modulation part. The diagram is shown below:

![Figure 3.5 stationary PI control system for PWM [32]](image)

The transfer function of PI controller is:

\[
G(s) = K_p + \frac{K_i}{s}
\]  

(3.5)

where \( K_p \) is the proportional parameter and \( K_i \) is integral parameter.

By tuning these two parameter, a good dynamic performance can be achieved. The tuning methods is presented in [35]. The sinusoidal PWM method can be replaced by space vector modulation [39].

The drawbacks of stationary PI controller is an inherent racking error on phase or amplitude. However, some applications of VSC need high accuracy. In addition, with the increasing popularity of VSC-based HVDC system, the decoupled controls of active power and reactive power for VSC are needed. In this cases, the control system based on d-q coordination are applied [35]-[37] as shown in Figure 3.6.
Transferred from a-b-c coordination to d-q coordination, the currents become DC components for balanced system. By using PI controller, high accuracy can be achieved. In addition, active power and reactive power can be controlled independently, by setting desired d-axis current and q-axis current respectively. For this method, the phase angle of current is required for abc to dq transformation and phase-locked loop (PLL) block is needed.

Proportional resonant (PR) controller is very similar to PI controller. The transfer function is shown below:

\[ G(s) = K_p + K_i \frac{s}{s^2 + \omega^2} \]  

(3.6)

where  \( K_p \)  is proportional gain,  \( K_i \)  is integral gain and  \( \omega \)  is resonance frequency.

As we can see, compared to PI controller, PR controller has resonance part. Thus there will be a high gain at frequency  \( \omega \), which gives PR some advantages over PI controller: no need for coupling or voltage feedforward and easier tuning stand, better compensation for low order harmonics [40]. But the resonance frequency of the system should be known if PR is used. One problem of PR controller is that, the frequency band where good dynamic response can be achieve is narrow around resonance frequency, if the grid frequency varies a little bit, the performance of controller will be dramatically reduced. To solve these problem, [40] uses an adaptive PR control method to adjust parameter of PR controller according to the grid frequency variation provided by PLL.

### 3.3.2 State Feedback Controller

The error compensator part in Figure 3.2 (a) can also use state feedback controller [41]-[44]. Which can be based on both stationary and synchronous coordinates as well. In addition, both continuous and discrete system model can be used. The simplified
control system is shown in Figure 3.7.

\[ u(k) = r(k) - K\hat{x}(k) \]  

(3.7)

And the state space equation become:

\[ \hat{x}(k + 1) = (\hat{G} - KH)\hat{x} + Hr(k) \]  

(3.8)

The disturbance of the system can be minimized by adding it to feedback loop. As the state space equations of the VSC based system are usually complex, the design process involves large computation of linear algebraic equations, which is one drawbacks of state feedback control. However, when state feedback control is used to control motor drives, it ensures the dynamically correct compensation for the EMF voltage. In this aspect, state feedback is better than conventional PI controllers [31]

### 3.3.3 Predictive Control-Deadbeat controllers

The main idea of the predictive current control is to use the model of the system and the present operating state to predict the future behavior of the controlled variables. The predicted behavior can be used to get desired performance by predefined optimization criterion. Based on different criterions, reference [45] classifies predictive control methods into four categories: Hysteresis based, trajectory based, deadbeat control and model predictive control (MPC). Hysteresis based and trajectory based predictive control aim to keep the controlled variable within a boundaries and following a predefined trajectory respectively, which has more knowledge of hysteresis
control (which will be introduced in section 3.4.2) and will not discuss here. In addition, as MPC does not need a modulation part, it is classified into non-linear controller according to section 3.1. Thus only deadbeat control is introduced in this section.

The deadbeat controller uses the model of system to calculate the required voltages once every sample period, which can make the controlled variable follow the reference value in next sample period. Then, the voltages are fed into the modulation part to generate desired switch states [45]-[48]. Thus, compared the control scheme in Figure 3.6, deadbeat control scheme only replace PI controller by deadbeat controller.

To explain deadbeat control better, a normal RLE load system is used and the model of it can be described by the equation below [45]:

\[ v = Ri + L \frac{di}{dt} + e \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where \( v \) is the output voltage i.e. of three phase VSC, \( i \) is the current and \( e \) is grid voltage. In discrete-time model, current change rate can be written as:

\[ \frac{di}{dt} \approx \frac{i(k + 1) - i(k)}{T_s} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Assuming \( T_s \) is the sampling time.

Combing (3.9) and (3.10), the reference voltage for modulation part can be get:

\[ V^*(k) = \left( R + \frac{L}{T_s} \right) i^*(k + 1) - \frac{L}{T_s} i(k) + e(k) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where \( i^*(k + 1) \) is the reference current and \( i(k) \) is the measured current.

As we can see, the algorithm can force the controlled variables to desired value in one sample period, it can achieve fast dynamic response and the complexity is small. As modulation part is used, the switching pattern is good and harmonics are small.

3.4 Nonlinear current controllers

3.4.1 Model Predictive Control

Unlike deadbeat control, MPC uses a cost function to represent the desired behavior and the optimal actuation is achieved by minimizing the cost function [49-52]. According to [45], MPC can be further classified into continuous control set and finite control set. Considering the discrete nature, the optimization process only takes into account the finite switching states in this thesis, thus only finite control set model predictive control (FCS-MPC) method is studied in the rest of the thesis. The diagram of FCS-MPC system is shown in Figure 3.8.

In the diagram, the predictive model is used to calculate predicted quantities one step forward based on the measured quantities and dynamic model of system. For example,
the same RLE model in section 3.3.3, the predictive current can be calculated by equation 3.11 but voltage is known quantity and current is the calculated one.

The cost function is defined by the desired behavior. For example, if the output current is desired to follow the reference value, then the cost function can be defined as [49]:

$$g = |i^*(k + 1) - i(k + 1)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where $i^*(k + 1)$ is the reference current and $i(k + 1)$ is the predicted current.

The purpose of the controller is to minimize the cost function, which can be achieved by evaluating all the possible switching states and choosing the one, resulting in minimum value of cost function. As for 2-level VSC, there are total 8 switch states as discussed in space vector modulation part (section 3.2.2), so 8 possible situations are compared.

![Figure 3.8 The diagram of MPC system [45]](image)

One of the advantage of MPC is that the cost function can include more than one desired behavior, thus more variables can be controlled at the same time. Which is attractive as most applications have more than one requirement. In [52], the voltage balancing and switching reduction requirements are added to the cost function besides the current error as shown below:

$$g = |i^*(k + 1) - i(k + 1)| + \lambda_1|V_{dc1} - V_{dc2}| + \lambda_2N_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

where $V_{dc1}$ and $V_{dc2}$ are dc link capacitor and $N_s$ is number of the commutations need. $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are weight factor in order to deal with the different unit and magnitude of the controlled variables. They can be used to adjust the importance of each variables.

As we can see, the modulation part is eliminated in MPC system, and optimal switching state is applied during each sample period, which makes the switching frequency variable. In addition, for every period, the cost function needs to be calculated at each switch state, which increase the computation effort and time. Reference [50] proposed a switching reducing method that allows only one switching transition at maximum at each period, so only four neighbor switch states are considered for 2-level VSC each period, which reduce the switching frequency and the computation effort.
3.4.2 Hysteresis current control

The Hysteresis current control uses two-level hysteresis comparators on each phase as the combination of error compensator and modulation part, the diagram is shown in Figure 3.9. The waveform of one phase current is shown in Figure 3.10. As we can see, the hysteresis controller will force the current in a tolerance band around reference current. As for one phase of VSC, when the upper switch of leg is on, the output voltage is positive, current in inductor will increase, while the lower switch is on, output current will decrease. Therefore, the switching state is decided by the manner that when current reach lower band, upper leg switch is on to increase the current; when upper band is reached, lower switch is on to reduce the current.

Figure 3.9 Hysteresis current control diagram [31]

Figure 3.10 The output current waveform of hysteresis current [31]

The hysteresis current control has many advantage, such as Simplicity, outstanding
robustness, lack of tracking error, independent of system characteristics and load parameter change. However, the main disadvantage of this method is that the switching frequency is variable, which may be undesired for some application.

One method to reduce the switch frequency is using a sampling and hold (S&H) block [31], which can keep the switch state for a sample period, so that the switching frequency is limited by the sampling frequency. Some papers have proposed method to get constant switching frequency by varying tolerance band amplitude [53][54], which shows that the tolerance band $h$ and switching period $T$ has the relationship as blew:

$$T = \frac{4hL}{E(1 - (2V^*/E)^2)} \quad (3.14)$$

where $E$ is the DC voltage, $V^*$ is the reference voltage. In order to keep $T$ constant, $h$ should be varied with reference voltage.

Another problem of the control system shown in Figure 3.9 is that the instantaneous error can reach double value of the hysteresis band because of the interaction between three phases [55]. One way to avoid the influence between three phases is to treat the three phase as a whole using space vector based control method [56][57]. Reference [56] introduce the method based on both $\alpha\beta$ plane and dq plane. Two hysteresis comparators are used in two directions, each combination of the outputs of two directions corresponds to one switch state, which can minimize the error between reference value and measured values. Normally, the output values of hysteresis comparators are fed into a switching table to generator the switch states. The method based on dq coordinator in [57] has divided rotating plane into 24 sections, each one corresponds to one switch state, which make control system has a fast dynamic responds.

A good switching table can reduce the switching frequency. Reference [57] uses a three level hysteresis comparator and designing the switching table in the manner that only on step changes in voltage to get desired value very time, thus, only adjacent voltage states are chosen. Simulation verified that these algorithms can considerably decrease the switching frequency.

The hysteresis control method can be combined with predictive control method. The main idea can be shown by Figure 3.11.

The error boundary is decided by the reference current $i^*_s$ as shown in Figure 3.11. When current reaches the boundary, the next step is determined by the prediction and optimization. The change direction of current for each switch state is predicted based on the mathematical model of system, which has been introduced in section 3.3.3. The time interval that the current reaching error boundary again for each switch state is predicted as well. The one results maximum time is chosen, which corresponds to the minimum switching frequency.
3.4.3 Fuzzy Logic Current Controller

Fuzzy logic current control is another replacement for traditional PI control. The advantages of Fuzzy logic can be summarized as [58]-[61]:

- Do not need precise mathematical model, so well suited for nonlinear, time-variant system.
- Can cope with the nonlinear properties of system
- Fuzzy logic is flexible and tolerant of imprecise data
- Can control multi-input, multi-output system

The control diagram is shown below:

The inputs of the fuzzy logic controller are typically the error e and the derivative of the error. The output is the reference voltage for PWM modulation block. The basic configuration of the fuzzy logic controller is shown in figure 3.13 [58].

It mainly consists of three parts: fuzzification, fuzzy inference and defuzzification. The fuzzification parts converts input data to suitable linguistic values, which are defined by fuzzy set, such as negative small (NS), positive big (PB). The membership function as the example in Figure 3.14 is a curve that defined how the value of fuzzy set in a certain region are mapped to a membership value. The membership function sharp is
usually triangular, other sharps can also be used. The second part consists of the control rules, which simulate human thinking to generator linguistic values of output variables. The third part defuzzyfication is the reverse of fuzzyfication, to transfer linguistic values to the concrete data based on membership function.

![Figure 3.4 The configuration of fuzzy logic controller](image)

The membership function and the control role are derived based on the knowledge of system and experience. The number of fuzzy set is not fixed and depends on the sensitivity needed.

![Figure 3.5 An example of membership function.](image)

Taking Reference [59] as an example, this paper presents a fuzzy logic control algorithm for three phase voltage source inverter. The input variables of fuzzy logic controller are current error and the variation of current error. Output variable is reference voltage \( V \). For all input and output variables, 7 fuzzy sets are used: negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), zero (ZR), positive small (PS) positive medium (PM) and positive big (PB). The control rules are generated:

- If both the error and change of error are NB or NM, the control is set to NB to reduce both error and change of error fast.
- If both the error and change of error are PB or PM, the control is set to PB
If both error and change of error are ZR the control is set to ZR.

In this way, the control table can be generated, there are total 49 control rules for two input variables. Using these rules, the output can be connected with inputs. For example, if the error value is in the common region of NB and NM according to membership function and change of error is in common region of PB and PM, then four situations need to be concerned: 1) error is NB, change of error is PB; 2) error is NB, change of error is PM; 3) error is NM, change of error is PB; 4) error is NB, change of error is PM and each situation corresponds a output fuzzy set. Then implication step should be taken, which is used to evaluate the consequence of a rule, which is defined by degree of fulfillment (DOF). Thus, DOF of four situations need to be calculated by using ‘min’ operator as shown below:

$$\mu_B(y_q) = \min\{\mu_q(e), \mu_q(\Delta e)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where $\mu_q(e), \mu_q(\Delta e)$ are fuzzy set values of two input variable in qth situation.

The defuzzification can be achieved by using center of gravity (COG) method, which is defined by the equation below:

$$\text{cog}(B) = \frac{\sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \mu_B(y_q)y_q}{\sum_{q=1}^{N_q} \mu_B(y_q)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

Where Nq is the number of situations, B represents the output B. The point $y_q$ is the qth situation of the product space y of the output universe. cog(B) is the output concrete value.

The input and output of fuzzy controller can be changed depending on the control system. In [58] and [60], the outputs of fuzzy controller are integral and proportional parameters for PI controller. [61] uses fuzzy controller to optimize the trade-off between current overshoot and phase delay.

### 3.4.4 Advanced Nonlinear Current control in Recent Decade

The nonlinear control methods introduced above is not based on system mathematical model. The linear control methods are designed based on the eliminating of the nonlinearities of the system. If there are some uncertainties in the system i.e. some parameter is not constant, the linear control methods will cause a constant error when operation point is shifted [62]. Therefore, for better tracking and regulating state set point, reducing the sensitivity to the system parameters and good stability and transients, many nonlinear control methods based on nonlinear mathematical model of VSC has been proposed in recent decade, especially for HVDC system. An adaptive backstepping method has been proposed in [62] to compensation for the uncertainties given by change of parameters like line impedances in HVDC system. Sliding mode control (SMC) methods are another nonlinear control methods to compensate the
uncertainties. The design of SMC involves finding a sliding surface that the system states are forced towards the surface and stay on it. The tracking error will converge to 0 on the surface. In [63], a SMC algorithm for VSC-HVDC system is proposed based one Lyapunove direct method. The nonlinear mathematical model is derived and independent control of active and reactive power, stabilization of DC voltage are achieved. In addition, second order SMC is designed to avoid the chattering problem. Input–output linearization with sliding mode control is shown in [64]. [65] proposes an optimal control method based on bilinear state-space model for HVDC system.

3.5 Summary and Discussions

In this chapter, most of current control strategies for two-level VSC in the literature were reviewed. The principle of each method was explained and necessary control diagrams were illustrated. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages of some methods were pointed out and corresponding solutions to avoid disadvantages were proposed. All the reviewed control methods were classified into two groups, linear current control and nonlinear current control. They are summarized below:

- **Linear current controller**
  - Based on PI controller or PR controller
  - State feedback controller
  - Deadbeat controller

- **Non-linear current controller**
  - Model Predictive control
  - Hysteresis current control
  - Fuzzy logic control

Some of the strategies are extended to control AC side current of MMC in HVDC system, which will be reviewed in the next chapter.
4. Current Control Algorithms for MMC

In this Chapter, the current control algorithms for MMC in literature are reviewed. Some control methods for 2-level VSC introduced above can be extended to control MMC, but the complexity increases with the number of voltage levels. In addition, MMC has some new control challenges, of which two main problems are SM capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current eliminating. In sections below, different modulation methods, capacitor voltage balancing methods, circulating current eliminating methods and AC side current control methods for MMC will be introduced in detail separately.

4.1 Modulation Methods

There are three main modulation methods for MMC: PWM modulation, space vector modulation and nearest level modulation.

4.1.1 PWM modulation

The basic principles of PWM modulation for MMC are the same as that for 2-level VSC by comparing the reference waveform with high frequency triangular carrier waveform to generate the switch states. However, the number of carrier waveforms increases as the number of voltage levels increases. In 2-level VSC, there are two switches in one phase leg corresponding to two-level phase voltage and one carrier waveform is needed as upper and lower switch can be controlled together with opposite switch states. For MMC, there are $2N$ SMs in one phase leg corresponding to $N+1$ phase voltage levels, thus, $N$ carrier waveforms is needed. As the number of total inserted SMs on one leg is $N$, each carrier waveforms will control two SMs (one in upper arm and one in lower arm) with opposite switching states. There are two main PWM techniques by using one single reference waveform: Carrier-disposition PWM (CD-PWM) and Carrier phase shifted PWM (CPS-PWM) (also called subharmonic techniques) [19][66].

A) CD-PWM. The $N$ carrier waveforms have same amplitude and frequency. They are displaced symmetrically with respect to zero axis. Each carrier will be compared with the single sinusoidal reference waveform and produce the desired phase voltage level. The resulted switching state is used to control a particular upper SM (and its corresponding lower SM). Thus, independent SM modulation is achieved. According to the phase shift among carrier waveforms, CD-PWM can be further classified into phase disposition (PD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternate phase opposition disposition (APOS) [19], the waveforms are shown in Figure 4.1.
One disadvantage of this method is that there is voltage variation for SM capacitors. So these methods should be used together with voltage balancing methods. For better using of balancing method, some modification has been made for CD-PWM method in [67] [68]. These two papers using different voltage balancing methods (which will be discussed later on) but use the same modulation methods base on PD-PWM. Instead of getting voltage transitions to control particular SM, the technique in [67] compares reference waveform and carriers to get the voltage levels, then determine the number of SMs to be inserted/bypassed in the upper and lower arms. The waveform in shown in Figure 4.2 and the output AC voltage and its corresponded number of inserted SM is shown in table 4.1. In [67] N=6 and DC side voltage is $V_{dc}$ and it is middle grounded.

![Figure 4.1 carrier displacement PWM methods a) PD, b) POD, c) APOD [19]](image)

![Figure 4.2 PD-PWM method of MMC (a) carrier and reference waveforms (b) voltage levels [67]](image)
Table 4.1 The number of inserted SMs and corresponding Voltage level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage Level</th>
<th>AC side phase voltage</th>
<th>( n_{u,j} )</th>
<th>( n_{l,j} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(-V_{dc}/2)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(-V_{dc}/3)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(-V_{dc}/6)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(V_{dc}/6)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(V_{dc}/3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(V_{dc}/2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( n_u \) and \( n_l \) are the number of SMs inserted in the upper and lower arm respectively.

In this strategy, only the number of inserted SMs is concerned, so the traditional sorting voltage balancing method can be used to decide which SMs should be inserted.

As the sum of voltage on upper and lower arm is equal to DC voltage and assuming the SM capacitors are balanced, the number of inserted SMs can be calculated by reference voltage at different levels by the formula below:

\[
n_{u,j} = N \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{V_{ref}}{V_{dc}} \right) \\
n_{l,j} = N \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{V_{ref}}{V_{dc}} \right)
\]

(4.1)

which extended the method to N+1 voltage levels. In the simulation part of this thesis, this method is used to combine the PWM with sorting method for voltage balancing.

**B) CPS-PWM.** The number of carriers are also \( N \) corresponding to \( N+1 \) voltage levels and all the carriers should have the same amplitude and frequency. The difference with CD-PWM is that the carriers have phase shift with each other, which is \( 360^\circ / N \). The shape of carrier waveforms could be triangular or sawtooth. They are shown in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3 The sawtooth and triangular carriers of CPS-PWM method [19]](image)

The further difference between CD-PWM and CPS-PWM are not studied in this thesis and in simulation part, the CPS-PWM method are chosen.

The methods above are based on single reference waveform, in [69], the reference voltage for each SM has been derived and each SM has its own controller, which
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compares the reference waveforms with carrier, thus multi-reference waveforms are used. The choosing of carriers for SMs is based on CPS-PWM method: carriers have a phase difference with each other.

4.1.2 Nearest Level Modulation (NLM)

This method is not based on the carrier waveforms. Its main idea is to choose the voltage levels, which is nearest to reference values, for MMC. As a result, the numbers of inserted SMs in upper and lower arms are calculated by using formula (4.1). However, as the reference voltages are usually between two voltage levels, so the results by using (4.1) need to be rounded to get the nearest level. Thus, it is similar to the method used in paper [67] introduced above, but without PWM between two voltage levels. This will bring some error especially the number of voltage level is not big. To compensate this error, one SM can be controlled by using PWM method, the reference voltage amplitude for PWM is equal to the difference of chosen voltage level and reference value. In this way, this method is almost the same as that used in [67].

This method can be used for MMC with a high number of voltage level because the switching frequency can be reduced (fundamental switching frequency can be achieved), thus low losses. In addition, as the resolution is increased, the errors between voltage level value and reference are reduced.

4.1.3 Space Vector Modulation

The switch states of space vector modulation with $N$ levels

The space vector modulation for VSC can be extended for MMC. For a MMC with $N$ SMs per arm, the number of space vectors is equal to $(N+1)^3$ [25]. So that the switching state diagram is expanded as shown in Figure 4.4. The number of space vector on each
phase represents the voltage level. For example, (4, 2, 0) represents at phase A, voltage is at 5th level, phase B voltage is at 3rd level, phase C is at 1st level. To realize this vector, the formula (4.1) can be used to calculate the number of inserted SMs on each phase.

Each reference voltage needs to be normalized on each phase and transferred to space vector diagram in Figure 4.4. Similar to two level modulation method, the reference vector can be achieved by operating the nearest three space vectors, \( \vec{V}_1, \vec{V}_2, \vec{V}_3 \) (The vectors pointing to the three vertices of the triangle where reference vector is) for proper time respectively during one sample period to satisfy the equations below:

\[
\vec{V}^* T_s = \vec{V}_1 t_1 + \vec{V}_2 t_2 + \vec{V}_3 t_3 \\
T_s = t_1 + t_2 + t_3
\]  

(4.2)

4.2 Voltage Balancing Algorithms

4.2.1 Sorting Method

The sorting method is the most widely used for SM capacitor voltage balancing control[19]. Normally, the number of SMs to be inserted or bypassed is known after modulation. Sorting method is used to decide which SMs should be inserted or bypassed to balance the capacitor voltages. The capacitor voltages of all SMs are measured and sorted and the algorithm can be concluded as [70]:

- If the arm current is positive, SMs with the lowest voltages are inserted so that the capacitors are charged and their voltages increase
- If the arm current is negative, SMs with the highest voltages are inserted so that the capacitors are discharged and their voltages decrease

If the SMs are bypassed, the voltages will not change. In this way, the capacitor voltages are kept balanced relatively. This algorithm is simple and can be used for MMCs operating at all conditions. However, there is a main disadvantage that the switching frequency will increase. Even if the operating condition is not changed, the switching of SMs may occur, which increase the losses. There are many methods proposed to reduce the switching frequency, they are based on:

A) sorting limited SMs [20]. In this technique, if additional SMs need to be inserted compared to last control period, only the SMs, which is bypassed during last control period, are sorted and the SMs with lowest voltage are inserted if current is positive, otherwise, the SMs with highest voltage are inserted; If additional SMs need to be bypassed compared to last control period, then only the SMs, which is inserted during last control period, are sorted. The principle of selection of SMs are the same as above. Therefore, there will be no unnecessary switching transitions and the switching frequency is effectively reduced, however, it sacrifices the effect of balancing voltages.
B) a hybrid strategy combining predictive method and sorting method [71]. Considering a tolerant range for voltage ripple in SM capacitors, the sorting method may be not necessary to be applied in every period. Therefore, a simple method could be applied that reduce the sorting frequency but keep the modulation frequency unchanged, this will avoid unnecessary voltage transitions and reduce the frequency. However, this method need to make tradeoff between switching frequency and ripple amplitude. For more accurate control, a hybrid strategy is applied by setting a limit ripple value, $\Delta V$. The main idea is:

- Calculating the voltage differences between SM capacitor voltages and the reference voltage, if the maximum voltage difference is larger than predefined value $\Delta V$, which define the maximum allowable ripple, the conventional voltage sorting method is used.

- If all the voltage difference is less than $\Delta V$, a predictive method is used.

The predictive method is used to predict the voltage error between SM capacitor voltages and reference voltage one step forward and choose the SMs, which result in minimum voltage error, to insert. The predicted capacitor voltages can be calculated by the formula below:

$$V_{c,j}(t + T_s) = V_{c,j}(t) + \frac{i_{k,j}}{C} T_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $i_{k,j}$ is arm current, $C$ is SM capacitor and $T_s$ is the control period. The voltage errors are calculated by:

$$e_j = |V_{c,j}(t + T_s) - V_{ref}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where $V_{ref}$ is the reference SM capacitor voltage.

Using these method, some of SMs may not be switched for a few cycle [72], so that the switching frequency is reduced.

C) Fundamental frequency strategy [72]. If NLM is used and the reference voltage is sinusoidal, there is only 2N switching transitions, so fundamental frequency for each SM. However, if voltage balancing method based on sorting is used, the switching frequency will be increased by the ‘unnecessary switching’. For example, if $N/2$ SMs are inserted on upper arm of MMC and the number of inserted SMs on upper arm is still $N/2$ in next control period, there should be no switching occur for NLM, however, the sorting algorithm may turn some inserted SMs off and turn some bypassed SMs on, which will cause additional switching transitions. This situation will not happen if all the SMs on the upper arms are on or all of them are off. Therefore, this fundamental frequency strategy only sorts the SM voltages when all the SMs on the upper arms are on or off, at other time, the sorting index list are kept unchanged.

D) strategy that the SM voltages are adjusted before sorting [72]. In this method, a maintaining factor is used and the limit of voltage ripple is set. The algorithm is:
If the arm current is positive, the SMs with lowest voltage should be inserted. So the capacitor voltages of the SMs at OFF state, whose voltages are above the lower voltage limit are multiplied by a maintaining factor, which is higher than 1, to increase their possibility to stay at OFF state in next period. In addition, the voltages of the SMs at ON state are also multiplied by a maintaining factor (larger than 1) to increase their possibility to stay at ON state.

If the arm current is negative, the SMs with highest voltage should be inserted. So the capacitor voltages of the SMs at OFF state, whose voltages exceed the upper limit, as well as the SMs at ON state are multiplied by a maintaining factor, so that their possibilities to be inserted are increased.

This method is actually based on the idea that try to control the SMs to stay at their original states and only change the states of SMs that the most need to.

D) predictive algorithm [73]. In this algorithm, the inserted or bypassed SMs are decided by comparing the predicted capacitor voltages and reference voltage. Both of predicted capacitor voltages and reference voltage are based on the predicted total transferred charge. The main steps are:

1. The total amount of charge transferred to SMs during two zero crossing points of arm current is predicted

2. The reference voltage is calculated assuming that the total charge predicted in step 1 is evenly distributed among all the SMs

3. Assume a pulse pattern and predict the capacitor voltages of each SMs if the assumed pulse pattern is used.

4. Compare the reference voltage and predicted voltage to insert or bypass SMs. Basically, if the current is positive, only insert the SMs whose predicted voltage is lower than reference value and if current is negative, only inert the SMs whose predicted voltage is higher than reference value.

As classified by the reference voltage, only a part of SMs is sorted and switched, therefore, the switching frequency is reduced.

4.2.2 Method Based on Carrier Rotation

In [74], a voltage balancing method based on CPS-PWM method is proposed. As for CPS-PWM method, \( N \) carriers can produce \( N \) pulse sequence with different phase angle. In this method, the pulses are not assigned to control random SMs. The selection of pulse sequences for particular SMs can be varied to achieve voltage balancing. The current and capacitor voltages after CPS modulation are analyzed first in [74] and the conclusion is made that the SM with the pulse whose middle point is close to \( \pi/2 \) could absorb more power, thus its voltage tends to be higher. The further from \( \pi/2 \) the SM with pulse whose middle point is, the less power it can get. Based on this conclusion, the pulse sequences can be assigned by the algorithm below:
If current is positive, the pulse sequences whose middle point is the closest to $\pi/2$ are assigned to the SMs with lowest capacitor voltages.

If current is negative, the pulse sequences whose middle point is the closest to $\pi/2$ are assigned to the SMs with highest capacitor voltages.

So the SM capacitor voltages need to be measured and sorted. This method is more complex than traditional sorting method, but it provides another way to combine PWM with sorting method.

### 4.2.3 Methods Based on Averaging and Balancing control

In [69], the voltage balancing is achieved by using close-loop controller on each SM. In addition, the control algorithm is divided into averaging control and balancing control.

The MMC used in [69] has 8 SMs per phase. The averaging control is used to force the average capacitor voltage of all SMs per leg to follow the reference value $V^*_{c,j}$. The average voltage is calculated by:

$$
\bar{V}_{c,j} = \frac{1}{8} \sum_{x=1}^{8} V_{c,j}(x) 
$$

(4.5)

where $V_{c,j}(x)$ is the $x$th SM on the phase $j$

Two PI controllers are used to get the average control command $V^*_{A,j}$ as shown in Figure 4.5(a). The circulating current is defined by equation (4.6), so in this paper, the circulating current contains DC components compared to equation (2.6):

$$
i_{diff,j} = \frac{1}{2}(i_{u,j} + i_{l,j})
$$

(4.6)

where $i_{u,j}$ and $i_{l,j}$ are upper arm current and lower arm current of phase $j$ respectively. The first PI controller can be explained that if reference average voltage is higher than measured values, circulating current will increase to charge the inserted SMs and average voltage increases. As circulating current is affected by SM capacitor voltages, the second PI controller is used to force the circulating current to follow the reference value so that to minimize the error of average voltage.

The balancing control aims to force the individual SM capacitor voltage to follow the reference value $V^*_c$, as shown in Figure 4.5 (b). The command voltages are $V^*_{B,j}(i)$, which have linear relationship with error between reference value and measured value. In addition, the command balancing voltage is affected by current direction. When current is positive, a positive voltage should be added to the SM capacitor, when current is negative, a negative voltage is added to produce positive power for the SM.
After both average command voltage and balance command voltage are obtained, the reference voltage for each SM can be derived:

\[ V_{c,j}(x) = V_{A,j}^* + V_{B,j}^*(i) - \frac{V_{t,j}^*}{4} + \frac{V_{dc}}{8} \quad (x: 1 - 4) \]

\[ V_{c,j}(x) = V_{A,j}^* + V_{B,j}^*(i) + \frac{V_{t,j}^*}{4} + \frac{V_{dc}}{8} \quad (x: 5 - 8) \]

where \( V_{t,j}^* \) is the ac side voltage reference for phase \( j \). Now the modulation part can be used to generate the switch state for each SMs.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{c,j}^* & \rightarrow K_1 + K_2 \frac{i_{\text{diff},j}^*}{s} \\
V_{c,j} & \rightarrow K_1 \frac{i_{\text{diff},j}}{s} + \frac{1}{2} i_{\text{diff},j}^* \\
K_3 & \rightarrow V_{A,j}^* \\
V_{c,j}(x) & \rightarrow K_5 \\
\pm 1 & \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
+1: i_{u,j}, i_{l,j} > 0 \\
-1: i_{u,j}, i_{l,j} < 0 
\end{cases} \\
V_{B,j}(i) & \rightarrow \frac{K_1}{s} + \frac{K_2}{s} + \frac{K_3}{s} + \frac{K_4}{s} + \frac{K_5}{s} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(a) \hspace{2cm} (b)

Figure 4.5 Voltage balancing control diagram (a) averaging (b) balancing control [69]

### 4.2.4 Method Based on Model Predictive Control Method

In Paper [75], a model predictive control method is proposed to control AC side current, voltage balancing and circulating current at the same time by using a single cost function. The SM capacitor voltage is predicted by the formula below:

\[
V_{c,j}(t + T_s) = V_{c,j}(t) + S \frac{i_{k,j}}{C} T_s \quad (4.8)
\]

\[
S=1: \text{switched-on SM} \\
S=0: \text{switched-off SM}
\]

where \( i_{k,j} \) is the arm current, \( T_s \) is the sampling period, \( C \) is the capacitor value.

The voltage balancing part of cost function is shown below:

\[
J = \lambda \left( \sum_x \left| V_{c,j}(t + T_s) - \frac{V_{dc}}{N} \right| \right) \quad (4.9)
\]
where $\lambda$ is the weighting factor and the expression in the brackets is the sum of capacitor voltage errors of all SMs. Minimizing cost function will reduce the voltage error and voltage balance can be achieved.

4.3 Circulating Current Suppressing Algorithms

4.3.1 Methods Based on Energy Control

In paper [76], a method based on total energy control and energy balancing control between upper and lower arms is proposed. According to [76], by analyzing the model of MMC, the equations below can be derived:

$$i_{u,j} = -\frac{i_j}{2} + i_{diff,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

$$i_{l,j} = \frac{i_j}{2} + i_{diff,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

which is the same as equation (2.4),(2.5), $i_{diff}$ here represents circulating current with both DC component and AC component.

The voltages has the relationships below:

$$V_{u,j} = \frac{V_{dc}}{2} - V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

$$V_{l,j} = \frac{V_{dc}}{2} + V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

In this paper, the SMs on the upper and lower arms are treated as voltage sources and their voltages are $V_{u,j}$ and $V_{l,j}$ in the above equations. $V_{t,j}$ is the AC side phase voltage and $V_{diff}$ is the difference voltage, which has the relationship with circulating current as below:

$$L_{arm}\frac{d}{dt}i_{diff,j} + R_{arm}i_{diff,j} = V_{diff,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

Based on these equations, the derivative of energy in upper and lower arms can be derived:

$$\frac{dW_{u,j}}{dt} = i_{u,j}V_{u,j} = (-\frac{i_j}{2} + i_{diff,j})(\frac{V_{dc}}{2} - V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

$$\frac{dW_{l,j}}{dt} = i_{l,j}V_{l,j} = (\frac{i_j}{2} + i_{diff,j})(\frac{V_{dc}}{2} + V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)
where $W_{u,j}^\Sigma$ and $W_{l,j}^\Sigma$ are the total energy of upper and lower arm respectively. So the derivative of total energy per phase $W_j^\Sigma$ and the energy difference of upper and lower arms $W_j^\Delta$ are:

$$\frac{dW_j^\Sigma}{dt} = (V_{dc} - 2V_{diff,j})i_{diff,j} + V_{t,j}i_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)

$$\frac{dW_j^\Delta}{dt} = -2V_{t,j}i_{diff,j} - \left(\frac{V_{dc}}{2} - V_{diff,j}\right)i_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

As we can see from (4.17), the derivative of total energy is highly dependent on the circulating current. The production of DC part of circulating current and DC voltage balances the power between DC side and AC side, also compensates for the losses on the inductor and resistor on each arm. However, the DC part of $i_{diff,j}$ has no relation with derivative of energy difference between two arms according to equation (4.18). As there are no DC component in $V_{t,j}$ and $i_j$. However, the fundamental part of the circulating current will affect the voltage balance, the $V_{t,j} \times i_{diff,j}$ will result in a DC component and break the balance. Therefore, the purposes of control circulating current is to control the DC component to get the desired energy transfer and try to eliminate the AC component of circulating current. Therefore, two control loops are needed: total energy control loop and energy balancing loop. The control diagram in paper [76] is shown below:

![Control Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 4.6** The control diagram of total energy control and energy balancing control [76]
As shown in the diagram, the voltages of SMs are measured. The sum and difference of energy are the inputs of total energy control and energy balancing control respectively. Total energy control uses a PI controller to eliminate the static error in the average energy and the reference can be chosen freely according to the desired performance. The energy balancing control uses P controller to suppressing AC component of circulating current. A filter is need to get the desired average value of energy difference. Two ‘cos’ blocks are used to control the command $i_{diff,j}$ in phase with $V_{t,j}$. The outputs of two controllers are added to difference voltage $V_{diff,j}$ as $i_{diff,j}$ can be directly controlled by it according to (4.14). Thus according to equation (4.12) and (4.13) the reference value of SM voltage can be calculated.

In this method, the voltages of SMs are needed to be measured consistently, which will be a problem if the number of SMs are big. In [77], a similar method is proposed but the energy is based on estimations. So that an open-loop control is achieved. The estimations are achieved by solving the equations (4.15),(4.16). The output current is measured and circulating current is set to be purely DC current. The control diagram is shown in Figure 4.7[77].

**Figure 4.7** Diagram of control method based on energy estimation [77]

Based on the idea of controlling total energy and difference energy between upper and lower arm, a similar approach based on mathematical optimization is proposed in [78], in which the reference circulating current is obtained by lagrange-based multiobjective optimization. This method is compared with the closed-loop method mentioned above and shows better performance than the closed-loop method.

Based on the idea that DC component of circulating current is related to the power transfer and AC component will cause unbalance of voltage distribution, more methods are proposed [79][80]. Paper [79] actually uses the same methods as above
one, only replaces the energy by the square of SM voltages. Two methods are proposed in [79], first one is to separate the AC component from DC component and force it to be zero by using a high-pass filter based on moving average filter. The second one is to get the DC component and AC component reference of circulating current separately. DC reference is achieved by calculating the DC side current and AC reference is achieved by controlling the average SM capacitor voltage. Arm current is measured and circulating current is calculated. The control diagram is shown in 4.8.

![Control diagram of AC and DC component control][79]

**4.3.2 Method Based on Double Line-frequency d-q Coordinate**

In [20], a circulating current suppressing control (CCSC) method is proposed based on the theory that the circulating current is in the form of negative sequence with double line frequency, besides the DC component. Thus, the three phase circulating current can be represented as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{\text{diff}a} &= \frac{I_{dc}}{3} + I_{2f}\sin(2\omega_0 t + \varphi) \\
    i_{\text{diff}b} &= \frac{I_{dc}}{3} + I_{2f}\sin[2(\omega_0 t - \frac{2}{3}\pi) + \varphi] \\
    i_{\text{diff}c} &= \frac{I_{dc}}{3} + I_{2f}\sin[2(\omega_0 t + \frac{2}{3}\pi) + \varphi]
\end{align*}
\]

where \( I_{2f} \) is the peak value of AC component, \( I_{dc} \) is the DC current and \( \omega_0 \) is the fundamental frequency and \( \varphi \) is the phase angle.

Based on equation (4.14) and transfer to dq frame, the following relationship can be achieved:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    V_{\text{diff}d} \\
    V_{\text{diff}q}
\end{bmatrix} = L \frac{d}{dt} \begin{bmatrix}
    i_{2fd} \\
    i_{2fq}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
    R_{arm} & -2\omega_0 L_{arm} + R_{arm} \\
    -2\omega_0 L_{arm} + R_{arm} & R_{arm}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    i_{2fd} \\
    i_{2fq}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( V_{\text{diff}d} \) and \( V_{\text{diff}q} \) are the difference voltage in d, q direction respectively and \( i_{2fd} \), \( i_{2fq} \) are the d, q component of circulating current respectively. Equation (4.22) can also be represented by diagram as shown in Figure 4.9[20].
According to equation (4.22), circulating current can be controlled directly by difference voltage. Thus two PI controllers can be used on d and q directions and the control diagram is shown below. The output of the controller $V_{\text{diff,ref}}$ will be subtracted from both upper and lower arm voltage reference as shown in diagram.

As we can see, the d, q component reference of circulating current are both set to be zero to suppress the circulating current and the characteristics of double frequency and negative sequence can also been observed from diagram.

Following the original paper, the abbreviation name CCSC will only represent this method in the rest of the thesis.

**4.3.3 Method Based on Model Predictive Current Control**

In [75], a method based on model predictive current controller is proposed. The mathematical model derived in Section 2.1.2 can be used in this method. Based on equation (2.8), and assume $R_{\text{arm}}=0$, the circulating current can be predicted as:

$$i_{\text{diff},j}(t + T_s) = i_{\text{diff},j}(t) + \frac{T_s}{2L_{\text{arm}}}[V_{dc} - V_{u,j}(t + T_s) - V_{l,j}(t + T_s)]$$  \(4.23\)

As introduced, cost function is minimized to achieve the desired performance. The circulating suppressing part is:
\[ J = \lambda |i_{\text{diff},j}(t + T_s)| \] (4.24)

### 4.3.4 Methods Based on PR controller and Repetitive Controller

[81],[82] use the PR controller in the circulating current suppressing control system. The PR controller is used because there are not only double line frequency components in the circulating current, but also even harmonics i.e. components with forth, sixth fundamental frequency.

As introduced in Chapter 3, PR controller can achieve high gain at the resonant frequency, so that the components with known frequency can be regulated well. In this case, based on the pre-introduced control algorithms, several parallel connected PR controllers are used to eliminate the higher order harmonics in the circulating current. [81] is based on voltage balancing method introduced in section 4.2.3 and [82] just uses PR controllers to generator command control voltage \( V_{\text{diff},\text{ref}} \), similar to CCSC method but in abc frame.

For the same purpose, the repetitive controller is used to eliminate the multiple harmonics in the circulating current. In [83], repetitive-plus-PI control scheme is proposed and the control diagram is shown below (\( i_{zx} \) is circulating current).

![Diagram of repetitive-plus-PI control](image)

**Figure 4.11 diagram of repetitive-plus-PI control [83]**

![Magnitude vs. Frequency](image)

**Figure 4. 12 Open-loop gains of three control systems [83]**
Figure 4.12 compares the open-loop gains of original system \(|G(e^{j\omega t})|\), the system only using PI controller \(|PI(e^{j\omega t})G(e^{j\omega t})|\) and the system using repetitive controller \(|P(e^{j\omega t})G(e^{j\omega t})|\). As we can see, the repetitive controller not only has high gain at fundamental frequency but also at multiple harmonic frequency. Therefore, it has good suppression ability of circulating current. Compared with the systems using PR controllers, those using repetitive controllers are much simpler with respect to the number of controllers.

4.4 AC Current Control Methods

4.4.1 PI controller

According to [84], the control scheme for AC side current of MMC applied in HVDC system is almost the same as that for 2-level converters, which is introduced in Section 2.3.3. As explained, the control system is usually divided into two control loops: inner control loops and outer control loops. Both of them can be achieved by using PI controllers. In this section, the detailed control diagrams of power control, DC voltage control are introduced. As AC voltage control is more or less the same, it will be neglected here.

1. **Active and reactive power control.** Under balanced steady-state condition, the d-axis coincides with the load voltage vector, thus the voltage on q axis is zero and the active and reactive power are given by [84]:

\[
P = \frac{3}{2} V_d i_d
\]

\[
Q = -\frac{3}{2} V_d i_q
\]

From the equations above, the active and reactive power can be directly controlled by d axis current and q axis current respectively and the control structure should be the same in both directions, which is shown by Figure 4.13.

![Figure 4.13 Active and reactive power control loop](image)
2. DC power control. DC voltage control is used to generate reference current for d axis. The relationship between d axis current \(i_d\) and DC voltage \(V_{dc}\) can be achieved by the power balance between AC side and DC side of MMC as shown by the equations below:

\[
P = \frac{3}{2} V_d i_d = V_{dc} i_{dc}
\] (4.27)

\[
i_{dc} = C \frac{dV_{dc}}{dt}
\] (4.28)

Combining (4.27), (4.28) and transferring to s domain, the transfer function of system can be achieve as:

\[
\frac{V_{dc}(s)}{i_d(s)} = \frac{3V_d}{2V_{dc,ref}} \cdot \frac{1}{sC}
\] (4.29)

So that the block diagram of DC voltage control is:

![Figure 4.14 DC voltage control loop](image)

3. Inner current control. Based on Figure 2.3, the dynamic equation of AC side of MMC in abc coordinator can be expressed as:

\[
L_s \frac{di_j}{dt} = -R_s i_j + V_{g,j} - V_{t,j}
\] (4.30)

In order to control reactive and active power independently, the dynamic equations are transferred to dq frame using park transformation as:

\[
L_s \frac{di_d}{dt} = -R_s i_d + V_{gd} - V_{td} + \omega L_i q
\] (4.31)

\[
L_s \frac{di_q}{dt} = -R_s i_d + V_{gq} - V_{tq} - \omega L_i d
\] (4.32)

where \(V_{td}\) and \(V_{tq}\) are MMC output voltage in d, q direction respectively; \(i_d\) and \(i_q\) are output current in d, q direction respectively; \(V_{gd}\) and \(V_{gq}\) are the voltage components of supply grid. \(\omega L_i q\) and \(\omega L_i d\) are coupling terms. Based on the above equations, the inner current control scheme can be achieved as shown below:
4.4.2 Model Predictive Control

Model predictive control strategy has been proposed for controlling MMC in many papers [75][85]. In this thesis, as explained in Section 3.4.1, only FCS-MPC is studied, that is to say, the cost function is evaluated based on finite switching states. For simplicity, MPC represent FCS-MPC in the rest of thesis.

The basic principle is the same as that used for 2-level VSC, and the steps are the same:

- Develop discrete time model for the system and predict the variables one step forwards
- Define a cost function to describe desired performance.
- Minimize the cost function by comparing the results of all possible switching states

In [75], Model predictive control is proposed to achieve AC-side current control, capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current suppression control at the same time. The latter two functions have been introduced in this report and the AC-side current control is based on the MMC ac-side dynamic equation (2.8), which is repeated here, if the arm resistance is neglected:

$$V_{l,j} - V_{u,j} = (L_{arm} + 2L_s) \frac{di_j}{dt} + 2R_s \frac{di_j}{dt} + 2V_{g,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.33)

Using Eular approximation and assuming a sampling period $T_s$, the current can be predicted one step forward by the formula below:

$$i_j(t + T_s) = \frac{1}{K} \left( \frac{V_{l,j}(t + T_s) - V_{u,j}(t + T_s)}{2} - V_{g,j}(t + T_s) + \frac{L'}{T_s} i_j(t) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.34)

where $L' = L_{arm}/2 + L_s$ and $K = R_s + L'/T_s$. The switched-on SM voltages and AC side current need to be measured to make the prediction.
To force the predicted current follow the reference current the cost function below is defined:

\[ J = |i_{jref}(t + T_s) - i_j(t + T_s)| \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.35)

In [75], as the SM capacitor voltage balancing control is added to the cost function, all possible switching state should be evaluated, which needs high computation effort. In [85], an indirect finite control set (IFCS) model predictive control is proposed. In which, only the situations for all possible insertion indices are evaluated, which dramatically reduces the computation time for main controller and the voltage balance is achieved by using sorting method executed by another local controller. In addition, further burden reduction is proposed by only selecting neighbor insertion indices.

### 4.4.3 Hysteresis Current Control

The hysteresis current control algorithms can also be used for controlling MMC [86][87]. In [86], the MMC model is simplified into a one phase diagram shown below:

**Figure 4.16 one phase simplified MMC circuit**

where \( V_{t,j}(t) \) is equivalent output voltage of MMC, \( L_{eq} \) is the equivalent inductance, which is same as \( L' \) in equation (4.34). \( V_{g,j}(t) \) is the grid voltage. \( i_{t,j} \) is the output current.

A hysteresis band is set around reference current with width \( h \). If \( I_a \) is higher than the upper limit of the band, \( V_{t,j}(t) \) will be set to higher than \( V_{g,j}(t) \) so that \( V_{z,j} \) is negative and current will decrease; If \( I_a \) is lower than the lower limit of the band, \( V_{t,j}(t) \) will be set to lower than \( V_{g,j}(t) \) so that \( V_{z,j} \) is positive and current will increase; otherwise the switch state is unchanged. Each time the regions that \( V_{g,j}(t) \) belongs are decided and the adjacent voltage levels are chosen for \( V_{t,j}(t) \) depending on the amplitude and sign of errors between real current value and reference value. In this way, the inserting indices of SMs can be decided.

One problem of this method is the variable switching frequency. [86] achieves quasi-fixed frequency control by continuously adjusting hysteresis band width \( h \) as the frequency is decided by voltage \( V_{z,j} \) and the torrent band width \( h \).

Paper [87] takes more effort on choosing the voltage level for \( V_{t,j}(t) \). If the number of voltage levels is small, the voltage levels adjacent to grid voltage are chosen (which is called constant excitation in [87]). However, if the number of SMs per arm is large, the voltage per SM is much smaller. Therefore, adjacent voltage levels may not be
sufficient to lead the current following the reference and more distant values should be choose to increase the absolute value of $V_{z,j}$ and the speed of response. As a result, the variable excitation is chosen, which is proportional to the error between real current and reference value.

### 4.4.4 Methods Based on Bilinear Model

Because of the inherent nonlinear dynamics of the MMC, nonlinear modelling and control may achieve more precise performance [88]. In [88], the sum of squares decomposition method is proposed based on a discrete-time bilinear model. The state variables includes the AC side current, the circulating current, the total energy and energy difference of upper and lower arm. Based on the reference real and reactive power, the corresponding steady state point can be calculated and the sum of square decomposition controller converges MMC to this steady state point by generate desired voltage references and PWM modulation can be used.

In [89], an integrated control of the AC side current, circulating current and voltage balancing is proposed by representing all the controlled variables in a bilinear model, which is very similar to that in [88]. A periodic linear quadratic regulator is used to achieve optimal control. By using lifting procedure, the problem become a time-invariant state feedback control.

One of the advantages of the algorithms mentioned above is that they can provide uniform control for all states and the interaction between the states, so that the three control purposes, AC current control, circulating current control and voltage balancing control can be achieved at the same time. Thus, only on controller is needed. However, these methods are complex and require deep mathematical knowledge.

### 4.5 Summary and Discussions

In this chapter, the control strategies of MMC for SM voltage balancing, circulating current suppressing and AC side current control in HVDC system were reviewed separately, which includes most of control methods proposed in existing papers. They are summarized here:

- **Voltage balancing Algorithms**
  - Sorting method
  - Method based on carrier shifting
  - Method based on averaging and balancing control
  - Method based on model predictive control

- **Circulating current suppressing control**
  - Method based on total energy and energy balancing control
  - Method based on double line-frequency dq coordinate
  - Method based on Predictive current control
• Method based on PR controller and repetitive controller

• AC side current control
  • Method based on PI controller
  • Model predictive control
  • Hysteresis current control
  • Methods based on bilinear model
5. Proposed System and Simulated Strategies

In order to verify and compare different control strategies reviewed in Chapter 4, at least two methods for each control purpose were simulated in Matlab/Simulink environment. In this chapter, the system used for simulations will be introduced and the tested control strategies will be summarized. The simulation methods and the results will be shown in Chapter 6.

5.1 Model and Parameters

In this thesis, the study of MMC was based on the application of HVDC transmission system for offshore wind farm. In addition, In order to focus on the control of MMC, only the wind turbine side converter (sending end converter) was studied through simulation. The DC side was represented by DC voltage sources assuming that the other MMC in HVDC system keeps the DC bus voltage constant. Or when DC voltage control was applied to wind farm side MMC, two resistors were connected to DC side to represent the rest of system. The diagram of the system is shown in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1 The overall diagram of studied the system](image)

The resistors and inductors $R_s, L_s$ between MMC and wind farm represent the impedance of AC system.

The model parameters are summarized in table 5.1, which are mostly based on those used in paper [20]. However, some modifications or comments about several important parameters have been made below:

1. **The number of SMs per arm.** because of limited computation effort, the number of SMs on each arm is chosen as 6 (which is 20 in paper[20]), which results in 7 levels in output AC phase voltages

2. **The SM capacitance.** According to [90], the selection of arm capacitance is decided by energy-power ratio once the rated power and DC side voltage are decided. The ratio is defined below:

$$EP = \frac{E_{c,max}}{S_n}$$

where $E_{c,max}$ is the maximum energy stored in arm capacitors. The ratio actually represents the trade-off between the cost of capacitors and voltage ripples in DC
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Higher EP means higher cost and lower voltage ripple, resulting higher arm capacitance \( C_{arm} \), which is defined below:

\[
C_{arm} = \frac{C}{N}
\]

where \( C \) is the SM capacitance. As the parameters of system for simulation are chosen based on that in paper [20], the SM capacitance is reduced from 0.026 F to 0.01 F to result a similar arm capacitance and the EP ratio is about 74 J/kVA.

3. **Arm inductance.** The arm inductance is used to suppression circulating currents and fault currents, thus most of selection criteria depends on the desired circulating current or fault currents [90]. In this thesis, the fault currents were not considered and extra controllers for suppressing circulating current are used, therefore a small inductance can be used, which follows that in paper [20] and is set as 0.05 p.u.

4. **Switching frequency.** As the number of SMs is decreased compared to that in [20], the switching frequency of SMs is increased to 600 Hz and total switching frequency of MMC is 3.6 kHz.

Table 5.1 Circuit parameters for MMC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active power</td>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>20 MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive power</td>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>6.6 Mvar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid voltage (phase, peak)</td>
<td>( V_s )</td>
<td>14.14 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid side inductance</td>
<td>( L_s )</td>
<td>3.17 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid side resistance</td>
<td>( R_s )</td>
<td>0.062 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC bus voltage</td>
<td>( V_{dc}/2 )</td>
<td>17.68 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of SMs per arm</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM capacitance</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>0.01 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm inductance</td>
<td>( L_{arm} )</td>
<td>1.59 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm resistance</td>
<td>( R_{arm} )</td>
<td>0.1 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM capacitor voltage</td>
<td>( V_c )</td>
<td>5892 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>( f_c )</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling period (for MPC)</td>
<td>( T_s )</td>
<td>100 μs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 5.2 The Simulink model used for testing control Algorithms](image-url)
For the purpose of testing and comparing different control algorithms, the basic model in Simulink as shown in Figure 5.2 was built, in which an ideal grid model was used to represent wind farm. Thus, the oscillations from wind farm were neglected. At the end, an option of overall control scheme for targeted system in Figure 5.1 is proposed and a 21 MW wind farm model was added to simulate and verify the functions of different controllers, which will be shown in Section 6.8.

5.2 Simulated Control Strategies

In Chapter 4, most of control strategies for different purposes were classified and reviewed. Because of limited time, not all strategies could be simulated and verified. In this thesis, only the typical methods were simulated, but at least two methods for each control purpose are guaranteed. They are summarized below:

- **Modulation Methods**
  - Carrier phase shift modulation
  - Nearest level modulation

- **Voltage balancing Algorithms**
  - Sorting method
  - Method based on model predictive control

- **Circulating current suppressing control**
  - Method based on total energy and energy balancing control
  - Method based on double line-frequency dq coordinate
  - Method based on Predictive current control

- **AC side current control**
  - Method based on PI controller
  - Model predictive control

The reasons for chosen these methods are briefly discussed in following sections

5.2.1 Selection of Modulation methods

There are total three modulation methods introduced in Section 4.1, but only PWM modulation and NLM were simulated. The problem of space vector modulation is that the number of space vectors increase exponentially with N and the switching diagram will be huge if more than 3 voltage levels are used, which may not be a good option for MMC. As for PWM modulation, the extension from two-level application to multilevel is easy and it can achieve low harmonics, constant switching frequency and high precise. Thus it was simulated in this thesis. The further comparison between CPS-PWM and CD-PWM is not made and CPS-PWM was chosen in this thesis. The NLM is a new modulation method only for multilevel converters. It is simple and can achieve
fundamental switch frequency, thus it is also simulated and compared with PWM method. The detailed results is shown in Section 6.1.

5.2.2 Selection of Voltage Balancing Methods

There are total four voltage balancing methods introduced in section 4.2. The sorting method is most widely used because it is simple and can be easily used with most of modulation methods. Actually it can be part of modulation that the PWM or NLM generates the inserted number of SMs in upper and lower arm and sorting algorithms decide which SMs should be switched on or off. Therefore, sorting algorithm is simulated. The method based on MPC is also simulated because it can be achieved with circulating current control and AC side current control at the same time. In addition, the control algorithm is totally different with sorting method, thus a good comparison can be made.

As for the method based on carrier rotation, it can be only used with PWM modulation and if precise voltage balancing is need, the sorting of capacitor voltage is also needed, which makes it more complex than sorting method. So it is not simulated. Similarly, the method based on average and balancing control does not have good compatibility as it needs separate PWM modulation for each SM. In addition, the idea of controlling average voltage and difference voltages between SMs is similar to energy control for circulating current control. As the latter will be simulated, the former is not studied in this thesis.

5.2.3 Selection of Circulating Current Control methods

Three out of four strategies introduced in section 4.3 are simulated. The energy control introduced in 4.3.1 and CCSC method introduced in section 4.3.2 are two typical methods widely used in literature. The ideas behind these two methods are different. CCSC is more straightforward that it uses two PI controllers to suppress circulating current in dq frame directly by setting the reference value to be zero, while energy control tries to reduce the circulating current from source by controlling the total energy and balancing the energy difference between upper and lower arm since the circulating current is caused by the energy difference. Thus, it is very meaningful to compare these two methods and they are simulated in section 6.2 and 6.3. For the same reason as in last section, the predictive control for circulating current is also simulated.

The method based on PR controller or repetitive controller can eliminate high order harmonics in circulating current, which can be used as compensation for other control methods. For example CCSC only focuses on second order harmonics, if higher requirement are asked, PR controller can be used for suppressing targeted harmonics. The methods are not simulated as most of components of circulating current are second order as shown by simulation.
5.2.4 Selection of AC side current control methods

The main idea for AC side current control in this thesis is to compare traditional PI controller based method with new non-linear control algorithm. Thus, PI controller based cascade control was simulated. Compared to PI controller, MPC includes the nonlinearity of systems and has a fast dynamics responses. So it gains an increasing attention in literatures recently. As for MMC, MPC can control circulating current, voltage balancing and AC side current at the same time, thus makes system simpler. Because of these, MPC is very promising and it is necessary to simulate and verify these advantages. In section 6.5 and 6.6, PI based method and MPC were simulated respectively and they were compared in section 6.7.

Hysteresis control was not simulated because it cannot be treated as new control method. Also, the methods based on bilinear model were not simulated because they involves many mathematical calculation, which can be studied in the future.

5.3 Summary and discussions

In this chapter, the system used for simulation was introduced, including the system diagram and the parameters. The selections of most important parameters are discussed. In addition, the simulated strategies are summarized and the reasons for choosing these strategies are briefly explained.

The simulation methods and results will be introduced in next chapter.
6. Simulation Methods and Results

In this chapter, a switched model of MMC is built to verify and compare the control strategies summarized in chapter 5. The MMC model is exactly follow the configuration shown in Figure 2.3. The simulation methods were explained and all the results are presented and discussed. In addition, all the results are shown in p.u. value, the way to calculate the base values are shown in Appendix based on the parameters shown in Table 5.1.

6.1 Modulation Methods

1. CPS-PWM: six sawtooth carriers with same frequency and amplitude are generated, which have 60 degree phase shift with each other. Then, the carriers are compared with sinusoidal reference voltage, resulting in 6 sequences of switching pulses. Each sequence corresponds to one SM in the upper arm. The configuration of PWM modulation used in Simulink is shown in Figure 6.1. It is seen that the switching pulses for upper arm SMs are reversed to control the SMs in the lower arms by changing the setting of comparator. This method is the same as PWM with bipolar voltage switching for 2-level VSC. The AC side voltage references are the references for both upper and lower arm. The reason to use two separate comparator rather than one comparator and one reversing block is for better connection with circulating current control introduced later, which generate different reference values for upper and lower arm.

![PWM Modulator](image)

Figure 6. 1 The configuration of PWM modulator

In order to test the MMC model as well as CPS-PWM method, the Simulink model shown in Figure 5.2 was simulated. The desired AC side voltage references were chosen and modulation index was set to 0.8. The results of output voltages and currents, SM capacitor voltages are shown in Figure 6.2.

As we can see from Figure 6.2 (a), the three phase voltages were shaped well as expected with 7 levels. In addition, the amplitudes of voltages reached DC voltage, which was reasonable as when all the SMs in upper arm were on, the output voltage was almost equal to DC voltage if the losses were low. Also, the output currents were almost sinusoidal and the amplitudes were reasonable. The reason that they were not
1 p.u. was that the reference voltages was chosen randomly, so the system did not operate at rated power. According to Figure 6.2 (b), the SM voltages were well balanced and the ripples were low.

![Figure 6.2 Results of CPS-PWM (a) output voltages and currents of MMC (b) The SM capacitor voltages of upper arm in Phase A](image)

Although, for testing purpose, the reference voltages were chosen randomly, some cautions should be paid that the reference voltages should be have similar amplitude and phase angle to grid voltages. As the operating power was decided by the difference between grid voltages and output voltages, high difference may results high current and makes dynamic go bad. The AC side currents in Figure 6.2 (b) were about 1.5 p.u., which is acceptable for testing purpose. Once the close loop control is added, the current would be go back to 1 p.u.

2. **NLM and Sorting method**: By using NLM, the numbers of SMs inserted are calculated by the formula (4.1), which is repeated here

\[
n_{u,j} = N \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{V_{ref}}{V_{dc}} \right)
\]
\[ n_{t,j} = N \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{V_{ref}}{V_{dc}} \right) \]

Once the inserted index is known the sorting method can be used to decide which SMs should be turned on (or off) in order to keep the SM capacitor voltages balanced. The sorting method simulated here is the basic algorithm introduced in section 4.2.1 that the SMs with lowest voltages are turned on when current is positive and SMs with highest voltages are turned on when current is negative. The comparing between the voltages using and without using sorting method is shown in Figure 6.3.

According to Figure 6.3, the arm with sorting control had very balanced capacitor voltages, while the one without sorting control had a tendency of unbalanced capacitor voltages. This verified the function of sorting method.

The output voltages and currents of MMC by using NLM are shown in Figure 6.4. All three phases used sorting algorithm. Compared Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.2, the output voltages of the system using NLM lost a lot of information as there are only 5 voltage levels shown in Figure 6.2 rather than 7 when the modulation index was 0.8 (0.33p.u. per voltage level). This is because NLM method cannot precisely distinguish the reference value between adjacent two voltage levels. In addition, it introduced much more harmonic to the system, which can be seen from the distorted output current waveforms. The high frequency harmonics around the peak value of currents were caused by the sorting algorithm, which caused more switching transitions even when the inserted index did not change.

![Figure 6.3 SM capacitor voltages of one arm with and without sorting methods](image-url)
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Figure 6.4 The output voltages and currents using NLM when modulation index is 0.8

Comparing these two modulation methods, NLM can achieve fundamental switching frequency, which, however, caused the voltage unbalancing because particular SMs will be charged or discharged at a relative longer time, so that the SM capacitor voltage balancing control is more necessary for NLM, which can be seen by comparing Figure 6.2 (b) and Figure 6.3. In addition, CPS-PWM will produce more precise results and less harmonics. As for NLM, it is simple and suitable for MMCs with large number of SMs so that the amount of lost information will be reduced.

As the performance of CPS-PWM is much better than NLM for targeted MMC model, CPS-PWM method will be used in the rest of thesis to test different control methods. The way that CPS-PWM works together with sorting method is that after PWM generator switching pulses for each SMs, the pulses are added to calculate the number of inserted (bypassed) SMs (assuming “1” represents switching on and “0” represents switching off), so that the sorting algorithm can be used to decide which SMs should be turned on or off.

According to simulation, the sorting method slows down the simulation obviously, which means that it needs high computation effort.

6.2 Circulating Current Suppression Control (CCSC)

In this section, the CCSC method proposed in paper [20] is implemented and tested. As introduced in last chapter, this method is based on double line-frequency, negative-sequence rotational dq coordinate because it is proved that the circulating current is in the form of negative sequence with the frequency twice the fundamental one. The
circulating currents are transferred to dq frame and vector current control is used by setting both d and q reference to be zero. The control diagram is repeated in Figure 6.5 and the connections with modulation part is also shown. The model in Simulink was built following this diagram.

Two main problems should be noticed are that the frequency used for calculating phase angle ‘wt’ should be twice the fundamental one, which is got by using phase lock loop (PLL) and the circulating currents should be in negative sequence to get acb-dq transformation.

6.2.1 Modulation for CCSC

The configuration of modulator used for CCSC is the same as that shown in Figure 6.1. The output of the controller \( V_{\text{diff}} \) should be subtracted from voltage references of both upper and lower arm. Because, the voltage drops on arm impedances have the same direction as voltages of inserted SMs on both upper and lower arm as shown in Figure 2.3. Subtracting \( V_{\text{diff}} \) from upper and lower arm reference voltage will compensate the voltage drops on arm impedance, so that the voltage difference between DC voltage and phase inserted SM voltages will be reduced and circulating current will be suppressed. However, as shown in Figure 6.5, \( V_{\text{diff}} \) is added to lower arm reference. That is because the switching pulses for lower arm SMs is achieved by reversing those for upper arm, thus the “+” actually acts as a “−” on the lower arm references. Which can be seen from the configuration of modulator in Figure 6.1.

6.2.2 Tuning the PI Controller- Modulus Optimum

The tuning method for PI controllers are modulus optimum method proposed in paper [35]. According to relationship between circulating current and command voltage \( V_{\text{diff}} \) described by equation (4.14), the transfer function of the system is derived:

\[
\frac{i_{\text{diff}}(s)}{V_{\text{diff}}(s)} = \frac{1}{R_{\text{arm}} + sL_{\text{arm}}}
\] (6.1)
So that the whole control system can be represented by the block diagram below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PI Controller} & \quad \frac{K_p (1 + sT_i)}{sT_i} \\
\text{PWM Delay} & \quad \frac{1}{1 + sT_d} \\
\text{System Transfer Function} & \quad \frac{1}{R_{\text{arm}} (1 + s\tau)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[i_{\text{diff}d,q} \quad V_{\text{diff}} \quad i_{\text{diff}d,q}\]

\[\text{Figure 6.6 Block Diagram of CCSC}\]

the $\tau$ in the diagram is the ratio between arm inductance and resistance. Since d and q loops have the same dynamics, so tuning of the two loops are the same.

![Enable signal](image1)

![Circulating Current](image2)

![SM capacitor voltage](image3)

\[\text{Figure 6.7 (a) the enable signal for CCSC; (b) circulating current (c) the capacitor voltage of phase A}\]

According to modulus optimum method, choose $T_i$ to be equal to $\tau$ to cancel the slow system pole. Then the open loop transfer function of the system is:

\[
G_{OL} = \frac{K_p}{R_{\text{arm}} sT_i} \frac{1}{1 + sT_d}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)
The proportional parameter of PI is calculated by setting the close loop gain to be 1:

\[
\left| \frac{G_{OL}}{1 + G_{OL}} \right| = 1 \tag{6.3}
\]

And

\[
K_p = \frac{\tau R_{arm}}{2T_d} \tag{6.4}
\]

where \( T_d \) is chosen to be half of switching period.

\[
T_d = \frac{1}{2f_{switch}} \tag{6.5}
\]

By using the equations above, the parameters are obtained as \( K_p=5.72, \ T_i=0.0159 \). According to simulation, the system showed good robustness that the parameters of PI can vary at a relatively big range to keep the system stable. The results of simulation are shown in Figure 6.7.

The CCSC block was enabled at 0.5s as shown in Figure 6.7 (a). The circulating current is shown in Figure (b) (the DC component was got rid of). As we can see, before CCSC was enabled, the circulating current was about 0.3 p.u. for peak-peak value at double line frequency as expected. After enabling CCSC, it is reduced to less than 0.05 p.u. From Figure 6.7 (c), it is found that the CCSC also reduce the SM capacitor voltage ripple from about 3.25% to 2.75%. These clearly shows well performance of CCSC.

The output voltages and currents are shown in Figure 6.8. There are no noticeable changes to the AC side after using CCSC, which is expected as circulating current only related to inner dynamics of MMC.

![Figure 6.8 Output voltages and currents when CCSC was enabled at 0.5s](image)
6.3 Energy Control

In this section, the closed loop energy control method proposed in [76] was simulated. The principle has already introduced in Section 4.3.1. Basically, the voltages of SM capacitors on each phase are measured and the energy stored in upper and lower arm is calculated. Then, two control loops are used to control the total energy and difference energy respectively. The control diagram are repeated in Figure 6.9. Total energy control will result a DC component to regulate the DC power and balance control will result an AC component to keep the energy balanced. Combination of these two loops aims at eliminating circulating current (AC component) and voltage ripple of SM capacitor.

\[ D_u = \frac{V_{dc}}{2} - V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j} \]
\[ D_l = \frac{V_{dc}}{2} + V_{t,j} - V_{diff,j} \]
where $D_u$ and $D_l$ are inserted index for upper and lower arm respectively. They are controlled within 0 and 1 representing 0 and 6 SMs respectively.

Thus, the modulator used in this method had two separate but exactly the same comparators for upper and lower arms respectively. In addition, the amplitudes of carrier waveforms are between 0 and 1 rather than -1 and 1 for that introduced in section 6.1. The SPC-PWM method is used to transfer $D_u$ and $D_l$ to the number of SMs, after that sorting method was used.

**6.3.2 Tuning the PI Controllers and Results**

![Figure 6.10](image)

Figure 6.10 (a) reference for total energy control (b) reference for balance control (c) upper arm capacitor voltages (d) lower arm capacitor voltages (e) circulating current

As the transfer function of the system are not straight forward, the try and error method was used for tuning the PI controller and P controller. The basic steps are that firstly set parameter of integral part to be zero and only tune P parameter to make the system stable, then add integral part to eliminate the error between reference value...
and real value. In addition, the two control loops are not the same, therefore, the parameters for them were chosen separately. The parameters for total energy control were chosen first to achieve the basic function, transferring desired power from AC side to DC side. Then, the parameter for balance control was decided. Balance control only used a P controller as it tracks reference very well. The values of parameters after tuning were $K_p = 8e-4$, $T_i = 0.533$ for the total energy control; $K_p = -1e-3$ for balance control. The simulation results are shown in figure 6.10

At $t=0.8s$ and $t=1.3$, step changes were added to total energy reference and balance energy reference respectively as shown in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b). From Figure (c) and (d), the capacitor voltages followed the reference very well, which show good dynamic response of both control loops.

As shown in Figure 6.10 (e), the circulating current is suppressed well to between 0.1 p.u. to 0.2 p.u. while the original circulating without using controller is more than 0.3 p.u. as shown in Figure 6.7 (b) before $t=0.5s$. If zoom Figure 6.10 (c) or (d) as shown in Figure 6.11. The ripple of SM voltages are about 3%. Compared with that shown in Figure 6.7 (c), it reduces by 0.25% of rated AC side voltage. The SM capacitor voltages are well balanced due to the usage of sorting method.

![Figure 6.11 SM capacitor voltages](image)

For this closed loop energy control, all the capacitor voltages need to be measured, which need a lot of sensors. To solve this, an open loop energy control based on estimated stored energy is proposed in [77], it will be studied in the future.

**6.3.3 Comparing between Energy Control and CCSC**

The comparisons the energy control and CCSC method in Section 6.2 are summarized in table 6.1. According to it, The CCSC is better than energy control method both in circulating suppressing and balancing capacitor voltages. In addition, based on the experience of simulation, CCSC is easy to tune and synchronize with other controllers. One good advantage of energy control is that the DC energy can be controlled flexibly.
Based on this, the CCSC method will be used in the overall control schemes in the rest of thesis.

### 6.4 AC side Current Control for HVDC System

The control methods have been introduced in section 4.4. The simulation process and the results are shown here.

#### 6.4.1 Inner Current Control

The dynamic equations in dq frame and the control diagram for inner current control are repeated here:

\[
L_s \frac{di_d}{dt} = -R_s i_d + V_{gd} - V_{td} + \omega L_i_q \tag{6.8}
\]

\[
L_s \frac{di_q}{dt} = - R_s i_d + V_{gq} - V_{tq} - \omega L_i_d \tag{6.9}
\]

![Control diagram of inner current control](image)

Based on the diagram in Figure 6.12, the control model was built in Simulink using PI controllers. The method for tuning of PI control is modulus optimum as shown in
Section 6.2.2. Neglecting the current cross-coupling terms and feed-forward terms, the block diagram for inner current control is the same as Figure 6.6 and the derivation steps for calculating parameters are almost the same except that the transfer function of system changes a little bit by replacing arm impedance to AC side impedance. So the parameters of PI controllers can be calculated by the equations below:

\[ T_i = \tau \]

\[ K_p = \frac{\tau R_s}{2T_d} \]

Using the system values, the parameters of PI controllers are calculated as \( K_p = 11.38 \), \( T_i = 0.051 \). By adjusting in the Simulink, the final values are \( K_p = 100.38 \), \( T_i = 0.025 \). The dynamic responses are shown in Figure 6.13. It can be observed that the current in dq frame follows reference well and the step change in one axis does not affect the other one.

![Current control response in d, q frame](image)

**Figure 6.13 Current control response in d, q frame**

**6.4.2 DC Voltage Control**

The control diagram has been shown in section 4.4.1. Here it is repeated with the transfer function of each part shown on the diagram:
The transfer function of inner current control is got by approximation. After using modulus optimum method, the closed loop transfer function of inner current control is:

\[ G_{cl} = \frac{1}{2T_d^2s^2 + 2T_ds + 1} \] (6.12)

By neglecting the second order part, the first order transfer function in Figure 6.14 is resulted and \( T_{eq} = 2T_d \).

### 6.4.2.1 Tuning PI controller- Symmetrical Optimum

The open loop transfer function of DC voltage control is:

\[ G_{dc,ol} = \frac{K_p(1 + sT_i)}{sT_i} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + sT_{eq}} \cdot \frac{3V_d}{2V_{dc,ref}} \cdot \frac{1}{sC} \] (6.13)

In this case, modulus optimum method cannot be used otherwise, two poles at origin will lead the system to be unstable. Therefore, symmetrical optimum method can be used [35]. The tuning criteria of symmetrical optimum is obtained using Nyquist criteria of stability:

\[ |G_{dc,ol}(j\omega)| = 1 \] (6.14)

\[ \angle G_{dc,ol}(j\omega) = -180^\circ + \Phi_M \] (6.15)

where \( \Phi_M \) is the phase margin. The higher is the phase margin, the more stable of the system. By differentiating the angle with respect to \( \omega \), the maximum phase margin happens when:

\[ \omega_d = \frac{1}{\sqrt{T_i T_{eq}}} \] (6.16)
This means that the crossover frequency $\omega_d$ is symmetric about $\frac{1}{T_i}$ and $\frac{1}{T_{eq}}$, so we can get the formula to calculate parameter $T_i$:

$$T_i = a^2 T_{eq}$$

(6.17)

where $a$ is the symmetrical distance between $\frac{1}{T_i}$ (or $\frac{1}{T_{eq}}$) and $\omega_d$ and usually taken between 2-4. Here, it is chosen as 2.

Using equation (6.14), the proportional gain for PI controller is found by:

$$K_p = \frac{2V_{dc,ref} C}{3V_d aT_{eq}}$$

(6.18)

The C used in the formula is the equivalent capacitance in DC side for MMC, equal to:

$$C_{eq} = \frac{3C_{SM}}{N}$$

(6.19)

N is the inserted number of SMs per phase.

Using the system values, the parameters of PI controller for DC voltage control is calculated as $K_p=15$, $T_i=1.11e-3$. After adjusting in the Simulink, $K_p=3$, $T_i=0.005$. The dynamic response of DC control is shown in Figure 6.15. The DC side voltage source is replaced by two resistors. As we can see, the DC voltage can still track the reference when a 5% step change was set in DC voltage reference. After about 0.1s, DC voltage goes back to steady state and the dynamic response of a typical second order system was observed.

![Figure 6.15 Dynamic response for DC voltage control](image)

It should be noticed that only the average DC voltage is plotted in the Figure 6.15, which can be calculated by the formula below:
\[ V_{dc, avg} = \left( \sum_{x=1}^{2N} V_{ca,x} + \sum_{x=1}^{2N} V_{cb,x} + \sum_{x=1}^{2N} V_{ca,x} \right) / 6 \]  

(6.20)

By using the average value, the high frequency components caused by switching transients of different capacitors were eliminated in step response waveform.

### 6.4.3 Power Control

The control diagram with transfer function of each part is repeated in Figure 6.16.

![Power control Loop with transfer function](image)

**Figure 6.16 Power control Loop with transfer function**

The PI controller tuning method is the same as that for DC voltage control: symmetrical optimum. The equations for parameter calculation are:

\[
P_{ref} = \frac{K_p (1 + sT_i)}{sT_i} i_{d, ref}
\]

\[
Q_{ref} = \frac{1}{sT_d} i_{q, ref}
\]

\[
\frac{3}{2} \frac{V_d}{i_d}
\]

**Figure 6.17 Active and reactive control response**

The PI controller tuning method is the same as that for DC voltage control: symmetrical optimum. The equations for parameter calculation are:
\[ T_i = a^2 T_{eq} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.21)

\[ K_p = \frac{2}{3V_d} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.22)

After calculating \( K_p = 4.7 \times 10^{-5}, \ T_i = 1.11 \times 10^{-3} \). After adjusting in Simulink, \( K_p = 8.61 \times 10^{-4}, \ T_i = 3.75 \times 10^{-3} \). The controller is tested by reversing the active power from -1 p.u. to 1 p.u. and giving a 0.33 p.u. step change to reactive power. The results are shown in Figure 6.17. Both active and reactive power track reference very well and good dynamics are observed.

### 6.5 Synchronizing Three Controllers to the System

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 6.18** The control diagram of System without Wind Farm

In this section, AC side current control (the DC voltage control and reactive power reference control), CCSC introduced in Section 5.3 and sorting algorithm for voltage balancing were combined together and simulated. The system diagram is shown in Figure 6.18. The detailed configuration of each controller has already been shown in above sections separately. The combination of them and the connections between controllers are shown in Appendix.

The ability of reactive control was tested by step response. The CCSC and voltage balancing control behavior during reactive power change was evaluated. At \( t=0.2s \) the CCSC is enabled and at \( t=0.4 \) the reactive power has a step change from 0 p.u. to 0.33 p.u. The results are shown in Figure 6.19.

It can be seen that the reactive power followed reference in Figure 6.19 (b) and the DC voltages were not affected by the step change of reactive power and kept at 1 p.u. by DC control in Figure 6.19 (c). From 6.19 (d) and (e), the CCSC effectively reduced the circulating current and also the capacitor voltage ripples both before and after the
transient. However, it brought DC voltage noise as shown in Figure 6.19 (c), which is inevitable as it is the reason that the circulating current is suppressed. In addition, it is noticed in Figure 6.19 (e), that the CCSC also brought some small frequency harmonics to the SM voltages. The reasons will be studied in the future.

![Graphs showing various parameters related to CCSC enable signal, reactive power, DC voltage, circulating current, and SM capacitor voltages.]

Figure 6.19 (a) enable signal for CCSC (b) reactive power and reference value (c) DC voltage (d) circulating current (e) SM capacitor voltages in upper arm of phase A (the voltages are balanced by using sorting method)

### 6.6 Model Predictive Control

The traditional PI controller based AC side current control plus extra SM capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current suppressing control were simulated and
introduced in above sections. In this section, the simulation of relatively new control method for MMC, model predictive control will be introduced. Again, the MPC simulated here is simplified name of FCS-MPC. The overall control block diagram of the system using MPC is shown in Figure 6.20. Only the wind farm side MMC is simulated and the DC side is represented by DC sources. Wind farm is represented by an ideal grid in order to focus on the control algorithm of MMC.

The AC side current references were decided by the reference active and reactive power reference according to the energy equations (4.25), (4.26) on dq frame.

The principles of MPC have been introduced in Chapter 4, which will be briefly repeated here again and the simulation method and results are presented afterwards.

The dynamic equations for AC side current, SM capacitor voltages and circulating current are shown by equations below respectively based on the mathematical model in section 2.1.2 and assuming arm resistance is zero.

\[
V_{u,j} - V_{u,j} = -(L_{arm} + 2L_s) \frac{di_j}{dt} + 2R_s \frac{di_j}{dt} + 2V_{g,j} \quad (6.23)
\]

\[I_{dc} = C \frac{dV_{dc}}{dt} \quad (6.24)\]

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{2} - \frac{V_{i,j} + V_{u,j}}{2} = L_{arm} \frac{di_{diff,j}}{dt} \quad (6.25)
\]

Based on these three equations and assuming a sampling period of \( T_s \), the predicted quantities can be deduced by Euler approximation as shown by equation (6.26),(6.27) and (6.28) respectively.

\[
i_j(t + T_s) = -\frac{1}{K} \left( \frac{V_{i,j}(t + T_s) - V_{u,j}(t + T_s)}{2} - V_{g,j}(t + T_s) - \frac{L'}{T_s} i_j(t) \right) \quad (6.26)
\]
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\[
i_{diff,j}(t + T_s) = i_{diff,j}(t) + \frac{T_s}{2L_{arm}} [V_{dc} - V_{u,j}(t + T_s) - V_{l,j}(t + T_s)] \tag{6.27}
\]

\[
V_{cj}(t + T_s) = V_{cj}(t) + S \cdot \frac{i_{c,j}}{C} T_s \tag{6.28}
\]

where S represent the switch state for each SM, S=1 for switched-on SM and S=0 for switched-off SM.

And the cost function is defined as below. Three terms represent three different control purposes above respectively.

\[
J = |i_{jref}(t + T_s) - i_j(t + T_s)| + \lambda_c \left( \sum_j |V_{cj}(t + T_s) - \frac{V_{dc}}{N}| \right) + \lambda_{cir} |i_{diff}(t + T_s)| \tag{6.29}
\]

As all the terms in cost function are errors between predicted value and reference value, the MPC strategy aims to choose the switch state which results in the minimum value of cost function. Since there are always \( N \) SMs on and \( N \) SMs off in each phase, the total number of switching states are \( C_{2n}^n \). The flow chart of the MPC algorithm is shown in Figure 6.21.

---

**Figure 6.21 The Flowchart of MPC strategy**

---
The model in Simulink for calculating optimal switching date of phase A, “g_a” is shown in Figure 6.22. The block, “MATLAB function” describes the flow chart above and the Matlab code is shown in Appendix.

![Figure 6.22 The model of MPC in Simulink](image)

### 6.6.1 Tuning the weighting Factor

There are two weighting factors $\lambda_c$ and $\lambda_{cir}$ in cost function (6.29) needing to be decided. They determine the priority of each control constrains. Relatively higher value means higher priority and better performance on corresponding control purposes. There is still no numerical method to calculate the weighting factors, so that only the empirical method is used, which is presented in [91]. The procedure can be summarized as:

Firstly, set both $\lambda_{cir}$ and $\lambda_c$ zero. Then increase $\lambda_c$ gradually and observe the SM capacitor voltages and AC side current. It was found by simulation that with the increase of $\lambda_c$, the voltages were balanced better and better, but the errors between AC side current and reference value become bigger. At some value of $\lambda_c$, the error on AC current became unacceptable. Choose the value of $\lambda_c$ a little bit less than the critical value to leave some space for circulating current control. After that, use the same method to determine $\lambda_{cir}$. Choose a criteria for voltage balancing, based on which choose the $\lambda_{cir}$ to achieve the best performance for circulating current suppression.

By simulation, it was found that it was hard to achieve the best performance for all of the three control purposes, there was always some trade-off between them and the value of them chosen in the following simulation is $\lambda_c = 6$ and $\lambda_{cir} = 1$. 
6.6.2 Switching Frequency Problem

Although sampling frequency can be chosen constant, the switching frequency assigned to SMs is not fixed. Because the switching state may change every time the MPC function finishes executing. Therefore, the switching frequency will be very high, which may not be a problem for simulation, but a serious problem in reality. In order to solve them, a trigger block was used in the model to force the MPC function executing only once every 100 μs, so that the switching state would be held during 100μs period until next trigger signal arrived. In this way, the switching frequency was fixed and could be varied according to requirement. In addition the executing speed of the model became much faster and the performance of the controller did not change a lot before and after using trigger block according to the results of simulation.

6.6.3 The Simulation Results

Based on the theory above, the model was built in Simulink, three control purposes were tested and realized one by one, the sampling time used is 100e-6s:

![Graph](image)

Figure 6.23 Testing voltage balancing control (a) weighting factor (b) SM voltages of upper arm in phase A

(1) **SM Capacitor Voltage balancing.** Initially, the system operated at steady state condition, active power reference was set at rated value 20MW, reactive power reference was 0 and capacitor voltage balancing was enabled ($\lambda_c = 6$). At $t= 0.4s$, voltage balancing was disabled by setting $\lambda_c$ to be 0. During the whole process, the
circulating current control was always disabled. The response is shown in Figure 6.23.

As we can see, before $t=0.4s$, the capacitor voltages of upper arm in phase A was balanced well at the nominal value. After the voltage control disabled, they became badly unbalanced, which verified the effect of voltage balancing control.

(2) Circulating current suppressing control. The same as above, the system operated at unity power factor and the capacitor voltage balancing control was enabled, but circulating current control was disabled ($\lambda_c=6$, $\lambda_{cir}=0$) initially. At $t=0.8s$, circulating current control was enabled ($\lambda_c=6$, $\lambda_{cir}=1$). Figure 6.24 shows the response.

Figure 6.24(a) shows the change of weighting factor. Figure 6.24(b) shows the circulating current. As depicted, circulating current was well suppressed from 0.6 p.u. to less than 0.2 p.u. for peak value after the activation of circulating current control. Figure 6.24(c) illustrates the SM capacitor voltages of phase A (total 12 SMs). As can be seen, the voltage ripples were reduced, the voltage value between upper arm and lower arm was balanced better after $t=0.8s$, which was the reason of the elimination of circulating current. Figure 6.24(d) and (e) illustrate the output voltage and current of MMC respectively. The amplitude and the shape of waveforms are reasonable. However, if look in detail, the amplitude of voltage were unbalanced between three phases before $t=0.8s$, which is because of the unbalance between upper and lower arm SM voltages. After, $t=0.8s$, this unbalance was eliminated. All the diagrams verify the function of the predictive circulating current control.

(3) AC side Current Control (Energy Control). Initially, the system of Figure6.20 operated with $P_{ref}=0$, $Q_{ref}=0$ and both capacitor voltage balancing and circulating current control were enabled ($\lambda_c=6$, $\lambda_{cir}=1$). At $t=2.8s$, a step change was assigned to active power reference to transfer 1p.u. active power from AC side grid to DC side. At $t=3.2s$, reactive power command was step changed to transfer 0.33 p.u. power from DC side to AC side. The results of these two step change are shown in Figure6.25.

Figure 6.25(a) and (b) are the power reference value and measured value respectively. Compared these two diagrams, it could be concluded that both active and reactive followed the reference well and the dynamics response was fast, almost without using time. However, the ripples of active and reactive are a little bit high, which may cost some errors. Figure 6.25(c) illustrated the power transferred to the DC side. As can be seen, the power transferred was around 1p.u., which is reasonable and no obvious losses can be observed. But there were some oscillations when power changed, which may be caused by the interaction between SM capacitors and arm inductors. Figure6.25(d) and (e) show the circulating current and SM capacitor voltages in phase A respectively. Both of them were controlled well and almost the same as that shown in Figure 6.24. In addition, no obvious changes occurred when power changed so that the inner dynamics were not affected by the outer dynamics of MMC, which is expected.
Figure 6.24 Testing Circulating Current Control (a) weighting factors (b) circulating current of phase A (c) SM voltages of phase A (d) output voltages (e) output currents of MMC (All the values are in p.u.)
Figure 6.25 Testing of AC side current control (a) active and reactive reference (b) measured active and reactive power at grid bus (c) active power transferred to DC side (d) circulating current (e) SM capacitor voltages of phase A (all values are in p.u.)

6.6.4 Discuss

The simulation above verified the proposed MPC strategy, and the controller can balance the voltages of SMs, suppress circulating current and control the power at the
same time, which make the system simple and fast. However, there are still some problems occurred during simulation:

Firstly, the trade-off between three control performances. As we can see from Figure6.25 (b), (d) and (e), neither of the three controlled quantities got the best performance: active and reactive power had some ripples; circulating current still had some space to be suppressed further and SM voltages were not perfectly balanced. If the best performance of one of the control purposes is achieved by increasing corresponding weighting factor, the other two or one my go badly. Thus, there must be some trade-off between different control constrains by using MPC on MMC.

Secondly, the computational burden problem. In the proposed MPC strategy, the cost function is calculated for all possible switching states, the number of which is $C_{2n}^n$. That is a large number especially for MMC with large number of SMs, which makes the computational burden heavy and become a problem for hardware implementation or even for simulation. One possible solution called indirect finite control set model Predictive control (IFCS-MPC) is proposed in [85], which only concerns about the numbers of inserted SMs and uses sorting algorithm for voltage balancing, it is simulated in next section.

### 6.6.5 Indirect Finite Control Set Model Predictive Control

The method separate the voltage balancing control from predictive control. The difference is that the cost function is evaluated only for all possible inserted numbers of SMs in upper and lower arm, instead of for all possible switching states. So that the number of all combinations reduced from $C_{2N}^N$ to $N+1$ (if N SMs per phase are ensured to be on at all time), which dramatically reduced the computation burden of Model predictive controller, the output of which is connected to the voltage balancing controller using sorting algorithm.

In IFCS-MPC, only the sums of the total SM voltages $V_u^\Sigma$, $V_l^\Sigma$ in upper and lower arm respectively are input rather than the voltage of each SM. The arm voltages are calculated by:

$$V_{u,l} = \frac{n_{u,l} \cdot V_{u,l}^\Sigma}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.30)

where $n_{u,l}$ are the inserted number of SMs in upper or lower arm

The cost function is also changed that only the errors on the sums of SM voltages in upper and lower arms are concerned, which is shown below:

$$J = |i_{jref}(t + T_s) - i_j(t + T_s)| + \lambda_v (|V_{dc} - V_u^\Sigma| + |V_{dc} - V_l^\Sigma|) + \lambda_c |i_{diff}(t + T_s)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.31)
The flowchart for IFCS-MPC algorithm is shown in Figure 6.26. Follow the same procedure as Figure 6.25 to simulate the IFC-MPC, the results are shown in Figure 6.27.

Compared Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.25, IFCS-MPC almost got the same performance on power control and circulating current suppression. The only difference is on the voltage balancing control. The voltages shown in Figure 6.27 were much better balanced around rated value; the ripples are also much smaller, which is about 2.5% peak-to-peak value compared to 5% in Figure 6.27. It could be concluded that the traditional sorting algorithm got better performance than predictive control.

Actually, this algorithm does not reduce the total computation burden for the whole system as all the SM voltages still need to be measured for voltage balancing controller and sorting algorithm needs huge computational efforts as well. The advantage is that IFCS-MPC separate the computation burden to two controllers, which may make it more realizable in reality.
Figure 6.27 Testing of IFCS-MPC strategy (a) active and reactive reference (b) measured active and reactive power at grid bus (c) active power transferred to DC side (d) circulating current (e) SM capacitor voltages of phase A (all values are in p.u.)

6.7 Comparison between MPC and Traditional Method

In this section, the direct finite control set MPC method (distinguish with IFCS-MPC) is compared with PI controller based cascade control method with CCSC introduced in Section 6.2 for circulating current control and sorting algorithm for voltage balancing control. The results are summarized below:
1. **Performance of circulating current elimination and voltage balancing.** Comparing Figure 6.19 (d), (e) and Figure 6.25 (d), (e) respectively, it is found that both methods controlled the circulating current and capacitor voltage in an acceptable range, but traditional method had an obvious better performance on both of them. Using traditional method, the circulating current was suppressed to almost 0 compared to 0.1p.u.(peak value) by MPC; the voltages were balanced better in each arm and the ripple was about 2% compared to 5% by MPC.

2. **Performance on reference following and dynamic response.** Comparing Figure 6.19(b) and Figure 6.25(b), it is concluded that both methods controlled the system follow the power reference well, but traditional method resulted in less error, which was almost zero, while MPC resulted some ripples around reference value. However, MPC had considerably better dynamic responds to step changes. It took no visible time to reach the new reference value for MPC, while it took more than 0.05s to reach a 0.33 p.u. change in reactive power reference for PI controller. In addition, expected amount of power was transferred to the DC side by both control method, as shown by Figure 6.25(c) and Figure 6.19(d).

3. **The simplicity of the system.** MPC can control the AC side current, SM voltages and circulating current at the same time, which make the system simpler and easy to debug. As for traditional method, three separate controllers are needed for three control purposes, which make system complex. Based on the experience of simulation, synchronizing these three controllers is not easy. Also, for hardware realization, MPC may be much easier.

4. **Comments on switching frequency.** Normally, higher switching frequency results in better performance but higher losses. As the losses is not analyzed in this thesis, the controller with higher switching frequency may have an advantage on performance. For MPC, the switching frequency is 10 kHz and PI based method uses 3.6 kHz (600 Hz for carrier waveform frequency and 6 SMs per arm, so overall switching frequency is 600*6=3.6 kHz). Even through traditional method used smaller switching frequency, it still had better performance except dynamic response speed, which makes the conclusions above even more convincing. By reducing the switching frequency of MPC in simulation, the advantage of fast dynamic response still existed.

In summary, the traditional method can get more precise performance, while MPC has simpler configurations and is able to add more control purposes easily and flexibly. In addition, the fast dynamic responses is another advantage of MPC.

### 6.8 Simulation of the Whole System with Wind Farm Model

In this section, one option of overall control scheme for the whole system with wind farm model is proposed, which is mostly based on model used in section 6.5, but wind turbine model was added to replace the grid model. Thus, PI controller based cascade control was adopted for AC side current control, CCSC method for circulating current
control and sorting algorithm for SM capacitor balancing. The whole system shown in Figure 5.1 is simulated and the model in Simulink is shown below:

![Simulink model](image)

**Figure 6.28** The model of the whole system in Simulink

The wind farm model consists of 14 wind turbines. Each turbine produces rated power 1.6 MW using doubly-fed induction generator at rated wind speed 15 m/s. The wind farm model is a pre-built model in Simulink Demo, in which the average model of back to back converters for generators was adopted in order to increase the speed of simulation.

In this simulation, the purpose of AC side energy control is to control the system to transfer the active power produced by wind turbine to DC side, in addition, provide reactive compensation for wind farm if necessary. Not like ideal grid, the wind farm can only produce fixed amount of active power (providing the wind speed is constant at 15m/s), so that the active power reference was always set at rated power 20 MW. The reactive power was set at zero at the beginning and had a 1MVar step at t=0.4s to test the reactive compensation ability. The CCSC was enable at t=0.3s and sorting algorithm was applied from beginning to the end to balance the voltages. The results are shown in Figure 6.29.

Figure 6.29 (a) and (b) illustrate the reference and measured value for active and reactive power respectively, which shows that both active and reactive power follow the reference. It took 0.1s for reactive power to follow the new reference after step change. After that, the HVDC system compensated 1MVar reactive power for wind turbine. Figure 6.29 (c) proved that 1 p.u. active power was transferred to the DC side. However, the ripple was high (almost 0.2p.u for peak value), which may be caused by the ripple on SM voltages because there were always energy exchange between DC source and SM capacitors. In addition, the ripples on the capacitors were squared and shown on DC side power waveform. At t= 0.3s, the CCSC was enabled and Figure 6.29(d) verified the performance of the controller. The SM voltages were kept balanced during the whole procedure, but low frequency harmonics can be observed. The waveforms
were almost the same as those in Figure 6.19.

![Simulation Results](image)

Figure 6.29 testing complete system (a), (b) reference and measured values for active and reactive power at the output of wind farm (c) DC side power (e) Circulating current (e) SM capacitor voltages of upper arm in Phase A

It should be noted that the step change of reactive power cause the oscillation on active power, which further cause the oscillation on DC side power and circulating current. This may because that wind turbine did not need any reactive power. Pushing extra reactive power cause the wind turbine oscillation inside and it took time to be stable again. The detailed study of wind turbine model was not done in this thesis, as
well as the situation of power control at varied wind speed.

6.9 Summary and Discussions

In this chapter, the chosen control strategies summarized in chapter 5 was simulated. The simulation methods were introduced and all the simulation results were presented and analyzed. In addition, different control methods for same control purposes were compared. Based on these, some conclusions were obtained in this chapter:

- CPS-PWM modulation resulted correct amplitude of output voltage and almost sinusoidal output current. In addition, the SM voltages were well balanced even without balancing controller. Compared to CPS-PWM, NLM had a much worse performance. When the number of SMs per arm is only 6, NLM lost much information and introduced harmonics to the output current. Also because the switching frequency was very low, the capacitor were much unbalanced. This method may only suitable for the system with large number of arm SMs

- Both sorting method and MPC balanced the SM voltages to an acceptable range, but sorting method performed better with much less difference between arm capacitors. However, sorting method slow down the simulation a lot, which increase the computation burden.

- CCSC method shown in section 6.2 had a more superior performance over energy control method in circulating current suppression. In addition, CCSC were easier to tune and synchronize with other controllers. The advantage of energy control is that it can control the arm energy flexibly. In addition, Compared to MPC in circulating current control part, these two methods mentioned above performed better.

- The simulations show that with the suppression of circulating current, the ripple of SM voltages were reduced, but the DC side power ripple was increased. In addition, some lower frequency harmonics were introduced to SM voltages

- For AC side current control of MMC in HVDC system, traditional PI based method had better performance on reference tracking, while MPC resulted higher ripple around references. However, much faster dynamic responses were achieved by MPC. Also, MPC can achieve all three control purposes at the same time, which simplified the systems. While PI based method needed other controllers to achieve extra functions and the synchronization between different controllers were not easy.

- One reason that MPC had less precision on each control aspects is that there must be trade-off between control purposes when all of them are controlled at the same time.

- One complete system with wind farm model, wind farm side MMC and DC side
voltage sources using PI controller based AC side current control, CCSC for circulating current suppression, sorting method for voltage balancing was simulated and the performance was verified in section 6.8. It can be an example for comprehensive control of HVDC system for offshore wind farm.
7. Conclusions

7.1 Summary

The current control of MMC can be mainly divided into three aspects: SM voltage balancing control, circulating current control and AC side current control. The main purpose of this thesis is to review the control strategies for MMC in the literature and verify some of them by simulations. Because of the rapid development of offshore wind farm and the requirement for high voltage and high power transmission system, the study of MMC was based on the application of HVDC system for offshore wind farm.

For this purpose, some background knowledge about MMC and HVDC system was introduced in chapter 2 including the structure and mathematical model of MMC, the topologies and converter technologies of HVDC system, as well as the control scheme for HVDC system.

Because MMC is multilevel VSC, most of current control strategies for two-level VSC may be extended to control MMC. Thus, the control strategies for two-level VSC were reviewed first consisting of linear control methods and non-linear control methods. After that, most of control strategies in literature for MMC in modulation and three control aspects were reviewed. The principles were explained in detail and control diagrams were presented. The name of these control strategies are summarized below:

- **Modulation method**
  - PWM modulation- carrier phase shifted and carrier disposition PWM
  - Space vector modulation
  - Nearest level modulation

- **Voltage balancing Algorithms**
  - Sorting method
  - Method based on carrier shifting
  - Method based on averaging and balancing control
  - Method based on model predictive control

- **Circulating current suppressing control**
  - Method based on total energy and energy balancing control
  - Method based on double line-frequency dq coordinate
  - Method based on Predictive current control
  - Method based on PR controller and repetitive controller

- **AC side current control**
  - PI controller based cascade control
  - Model predictive control
Conclusions

- Hysteresis current control
- Methods based on bilinear model

At last, the model of MMC was built in Simulink and some of the control strategies were tested and compared, which is summarized in Chapter 5. Some conclusions were gained from simulations:

- CPS-PWM modulation resulted correct amplitude of output voltage and almost sinusoidal output current. In addition, the SM voltages were well balanced even without balancing controller. These are all better than NLM. NLM lost much information and introduced harmonics to the output current as the number of SMs per arm is only 6. Also because the switching frequency was very low, the capacitor were much unbalanced. This method may only suitable for the system with large number of arm SMs.

- Both sorting method and MPC balanced the SM voltages to an acceptable range, but sorting method performed better with much less difference between arm capacitors. However, sorting method slow down the simulation a lot, which increase the computation burden.

- CCSC method shown in section 6.2 had more superior performance over energy control method in circulating current suppression when more amount of circulating current were eliminated by CCSC. In addition, CCSC were easier to tune and synchronize with other controllers. The advantage of energy control is that it can control the arm energy flexibly. In addition, Compared to MPC in circulating current control part, both of these two methods performed better.

- The simulations show that with the suppression of circulating current, the ripple of SM voltages were reduced, but the DC side power ripple was increased, which was reasonable and show how the circulating current was reduced to a certain extent. Also, some lower frequency harmonic (lower than fundamental frequency) was introduced to capacitor voltages by circulating current control methods.

- In AC side current control of MMC in HVDC system, traditional PI based method had better performance on reference tracking, while MPC resulted higher ripple around references. However, much faster dynamic responses were achieved by MPC. Also, MPC can achieve all three control purposes at the same time, which simplified the systems. In addition, even more control constraints can be added. While PI based method needed other controllers to achieve extra functions and the synchronization between different controllers were not easy.

- One reason that MPC had less precision on each control aspects is that there must be trading off between control purposes when all of them are controlled at the same time.

- One complete system with wind farm model, wind farm side MMC and DC side voltage sources using PI controller based AC side current control, CCSC for circulating current suppression, sorting method for voltage balancing was
simulated and the performance was verified in section 6.8. It can be an example for comprehensive control of HVDC system for offshore wind farm.

### 7.2 Thesis contribution

Since MMC was first proposed in 2002, intense research has been done on its control strategies. However, most of papers only focus on one control aspects or one control algorithms. This Thesis provides a general overview of most of control strategies in all three control aspects, voltage balancing, circulating current suppressing and AC side current control with detailed explanations and clear classification. In addition, some of methods were verified by simulations and different control methods for same control purposes were compared. This provides readers good reference in control aspects of MMC in both theory and simulation, which could be a basis for further advanced study on MMC or similar topologies.

Also, a complete targeted system with wind turbine models and controllers for all three control aspects was simulated and verified in Simulink, which proposed one possible comprehensive control for HVDC system for offshore wind farm.

### 7.3 Limitations and Future work

The main limitations of the thesis are

- Only wind farm side MMC are studied and the transmission line were not the modelled so that the power system problems were neglected.
- Most of simulations neglected the oscillations or other effects from wind farm and an ideal grid model was used
- Only half bridge configuration is considered for SMs
- Not verified by hardware implementation
- Only the control strategies for balanced system were studies.

Thus, the future work may include:

- Simulating the control strategies in whole HVDC system
- Deeper study on theories and modelling of wind farm, testing all control algorithms with wind farm model by considering the oscillation from wind farm and controlling the energy transformation according to wind speed.
- Applying half bridge configuration for SMs and comparing the results. In addition, extending the control algorithms to new multilevel topologies, like alternate arm converter [92].
- Simulating more control strategies and using new control methods for MMC
- Laboratory hardware realization of the control strategies with delays considered
- Studying control algorithms for unbalanced system.
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Appendix

A. Park and Inverse-Park Transformation in Simulink

A.1 abc to dq0:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    d \\
    q \\
    0
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    \sin\theta & -\cos\theta & 0 \\
    \cos\theta & \sin\theta & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot
\begin{bmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    c
\end{bmatrix}
\]

A.2 dq0 to abc

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    a \\
    b \\
    c
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    \sin\theta & \cos\theta & 1 \\
    \sin(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1 \\
    \sin(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\theta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1
\end{bmatrix} \cdot
\begin{bmatrix}
    d \\
    q \\
    0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

B. Per unit system

In this thesis, all the diagram are shown in per unit value, this is the process to calculate the base values. The parameter values are shown in Table 5.1:

At AC side:

\(S_b\): Nominal three phase power = \(\sqrt{20^2 + 3.3^2} = 20.27\) MVA

\(V_b\): Nominal peak phase voltage at AC side = 14.14 kV;

As the rated power can be calculated by the formula below:

\(S_{3-phase} = 3V_{phase,\text{rms}}I_{phase,\text{rms}}\)

\(I_b\): Nominal peak phase current = \(\frac{2S_b}{3V_b} = 955\) A ;

\(Z_b\): Nominal AC impedance = \(\frac{V_b}{I_b} = 14.8\) \(\Omega\);

At DC side:

In order to keep the modulation in linear region, the half DC voltage \(V_{dc}/2\), should be equal or higher than peak value of AC phase voltage. In this thesis, \(V_{dc}/2\) is chosen to be \(V_b/0.8\), so that when modulation index is 0.8, the output voltage of MMC is equal to AC grid voltage. In this way, so space has been left for control. Thus:

\(V_{dc,b}\): Nominal DC side voltage = \(2*V_b/0.8 = 35.35\) kV;

There are always N SMs on per phase, so the base value for SM voltage is:
\[ V_{SM,b} = \frac{V_{dc,b}}{N} = 5892 \text{ V}; \]

\[ I_{dc,b}: \text{Nominal DC side current} = \frac{s_n}{V_{dc,b}} = 573.4 \text{ A}; \]

In this way, all the quantities are guaranteed to be 1 p.u. when the system works in rated power. As the maximum value of MMC output voltages can be equal to \( V_{dc}/2 \), they are shown in p.u. using \( V_{dc}/2 \) as the base value (like Figure 6.2 and 6.4), even though they are in AC side. So that better illustration can be achieved.

### C. Matlab codes for Model Predictive Control

1. **Initial file (define the parameters for the system)**

```matlab
clear all;
clc;

%% parameter values for MMC model
Ts = 100e-6;                  % sampling time
n = 6;                       % number of SMs per arm
Vdc = 20000*sqrt(2)/0.8;     % DC voltage
C = 0.01;                    % SM capacitance
L_grid = 3.17e-3;            % grid side impedance
R_grid = 0.062;              % grid side impedance
L_arm = 1.59e-3;
L_eq = L_grid + L_arm/2;
K = R_grid + L_eq/Ts;

% nominal value
S_n = 20e6;
V_n = 1e4*sqrt(2);           % peak phase voltage
I_n = 2/3*S_n/V_n;
Vc_n = Vdc/n;

%% create all switch state for one phase
j = 1;
S_M = zeros(nchoosek(2*n,n),2*n);
for i = 0:1:2^(2*n)
    S = bitget(i,12:-1:1);
    if sum(S)==6;
        S_M(j,:) = S;
        j = j+1;
    end
end
```

103
%% Save variables for future calculations
save('Initial');

2. Predictive algorithm for direct FCS-MPC

function y = fcn(u)
in = load('Initial');
% declare variables
Vg = u(1); % grid voltages
it = u(2); % grid currents
Vc_up = u(3:8)'; % SM capacitors in upper arm
Vc_low = u(9:14)'; % SM capacitors in lower arm
iarm_up = u(15); % upper arm current
iarm_low = u(16); % lower arm current
it_ref = u(17); % reference current
Idc = u(18); % DC current
Lamda_c = u(19); % weighting factor
Lamda_cir = u(20); % weighting factor

% circulating current
i_cir = (iarm_up + iarm_low)/2 - Idc/3;

% define and minimize cost function
[r,c]= size(in.S_M);
J = zeros (1, r);
for i = 1:1:r;
    % AC current control
    V_up = sum(Vc_up.* in.S_M(i,1:6));
    V_low = sum(Vc_low.* in.S_M(i,7:12));
    it_new = -1/in.K*(V_low/2 - V_up/2 - Vg - in.L_eq/in.Ts * it);

    % voltage balancing control
    Vc_add_up = iarm_up/ in.C * in.Ts;
    Vc_add_low = iarm_low/ in.C * in.Ts;
    Vc_up_new = Vc_up + Vc_add_up * in.S_M(i,1:6);
    Vc_low_new = Vc_low + Vc_add_low * in.S_M(i,7:12);

    % circulating current control
    i_cir_new = in.Ts/(2*in.L_arm)*(in.Vdc - V_low - V_up) + i_cir;

    % cost function
    J(i) = abs(it_ref - it_new) + ...
             Lamda_c * sum(abs([Vc_up_new,Vc_low_new]-in.Vc_n)) + ...
             Lamda_cir * abs(i_cir_new);
end
end
J_op = min(J);
S_op = in.S_M(J==J_op,:);
y = S_op(1,:);

3. Predictive algorithm for indirect FCS-MPC

function y = fcn(u)
in = load('Initial');
% declare variables
Vg = u(1);
% grid voltages
it = u(2);
% grid currents
Vc_up = u(3:8)';
% SM capacitors in upper arm
Vc_low = u(9:14)';
% SM capacitors in lower arm
iarm_up = u(15);
% upper arm current
iarm_low = u(16);
% lower arm current
it_ref = u(17);
% reference current
Idc = u(18);
% DC current
Lamda_c = u(19);
Lamda_cir = u(20);
% weighting factor

% arm voltages
V_ups = sum(Vc_up);
V_lows = sum(Vc_low);

% circulating current
i_cir = (iarm_up + iarm_low)/2 - Idc/3;

% define and minimize cost function
J_op = inf;
n_up = 0;
n_low = 0;
for i = 0:1:in.n
    j = in.n-i;
    % AC current control
    V_up = i * V_ups/in.n;
    V_low = j * V_lows/in.n;
    it_new = -1/in.K*(V_low/2 - V_up/2 - Vg - in.L_eq/in.Ts * it);

    % voltage balancing control
    V_up_add = iarm_up/ in.C * in.Ts;
    V_low_add = iarm_low/ in.C * in.Ts;
    V_ups_new = V_ups + V_up_add * i;
    V_lows_new = V_lows + V_low_add * j;
% circulating current control
i_cir_new = in.Ts/(2*in.L_arm)*(in.Vdc - V_low - V_up) + i_cir;

%cost function
J = abs(it_ref - it_new) + ...
    Lamda_c * (abs(V_ups_new - in.Vdc)+ abs(V_lows_new - in.Vdc))+ ...
    Lamda_cir * abs(i_cir_new);
if J_op >= J;
    J_op=J;
    n_up = i;
    n_low = j;
end
end
y = [n_up , n_low];

D. Detailed Diagram of Overall Control Scheme (Figure 6.18)
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